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HE WAS FIRST TO ENLIST

South and West Going To
Give Pine Tree Represen- Stephen Chapman Was Also the First Rockland Man
tatives Fine Time
*^0 Be Killed In the Civil War

Washington, D. C.—Financial re
lief for agriculture, commerce and
Rockland citizens are being can- j
industry in the sum total of two bil
vassed for enrollments as passengers j Many readers of The Courier-Ga- l history. The following letter which
lions
of
dollars
is
the
purpose
of
the
I
zette, old enough to recall the Civil he received a few days ago from Mrs.
| newly enacted Reconstruction Fi or exhibitors on the special train War will recognize in the accom- ®mma J- Coffin of 116 Central
nance
Corporation
Act,
which
forms
which
will
leave
Portland
Saturday,
mont,
the
University
of
Vermont
and
j
Plentifully supplied with seaweed,
Black and Brown—All Heels
dripping sea water, etc. the crusta Princeton University. He took his law the hub of President Hoover's 12- Jan. 30 on a 6000-mile trip through panylng portrait Stephen H. Chap- _a daughter of sergeant Major
•••
•••
Few things are Impossible to ••• ceans arrived on the West Coast in course at the University of Iowa, spoke program for the rehabilitation the Midwest and Southwest. The man, who gained a prominent place j chapman, is self explanatory:
in the pages of Rockland history by |
• « » •
diligence and skill.—Johnson.
fine shape, but the proper facilities graduated in 1891 and was admitted of the nation
Reduced to simple terms, the act three Pullman cars will have accom
•••
for handling them were lacking, and
-q have just received from my sis,a.
modations for 125 passengers. At being the first man co enlist from this
is
designed
primarily
to
bolster
the
the lobsters passed out.
fast faltering banking structure by tached to the train will be three city. He served as a sergeant-major ter Mrs clark chick Of DamariAt least the consignees thought
GRANDMOTHER KIDS JACK
aiding both solvent and insolvent special baggage cars devoted to dis in the Fourth Maine Regiment and scotta, a letter which you sent her
they had, and promptly dumped the
banks; to prevent a collapse of the plays of Maine agricultural and indus ______________ ,__________________ I advising her of a sketch you were
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:Canadian crustaceans overboard.
_____________________________
preparing for The Courier-Gazette
rail transportation systems of the
I have been exceedingly interested I
“ a c lp£lng *ron! tbe An'Y
of our father, the late Stephen H.
country which find themselves un trial products. The Maine Depart
in the Jack Lawrence episodes, espe- I ™rtes (Oreg0n) Herald which reads
Chapman, and that a marker was to
able to carry on necessary refinan ment of Agriculture will fill one of the
cially in his letter printed in your j
. .
.
, , .
be Dlaced on the house where he lived
cing because of unfavorable security can. ,.ith Maine potatoes and other 1
issue of Jan. 16. I can easily forgive ' ,.Wltb a tsl™ tra"> br‘ng>nS UP
when he enlisted in the Fourth Maine
market
conditions,
and
to
aid
In

farm
products
and
sample
products
i
him for his depraved teste in lob-by
x
,by
bushel.Jn
Regiment. As you know, he was the
termediate
Credit
Banks,
Agricul

from
Maine's
canneries.
sters-and living in the only city in j
channel, evidence is positive
, first to enlist and the first shot in
Stops
will
bp
made
in
23
cities,
and
|
tural
Credit
Corporations,
building
SHOE STORE
the United States that Lindbergh . ^at the lobste/s planted here about
the regiment—shot and instantly
and loan associations and insurance in each city the train will be sided at
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
couldn't find, it would ill become me »
ag0 haye reproduced even
■ killed at the first battle of Bull Run.
companies.
a
convenient
location
for
public
in

Green Trading Stamps
to resent his criticisms on the Maine ander tbe changed condit ons of botHe had only been away from home
With the failure last year of 2,290 spection of the products displays.
brand of fog. What I can't forgive is ; °m' sh°"e and "ater temperature
and Gold Bond
| six weeks and his death left my
banks
with
deposits
of
$1,759,000,000
The
Maine
State
Chamber
of
Com

his misquoting A. A. Milne. Won't than ?ho“ undetr "hicb tfhey
i mother with five children, all girls.
it is apparent that swift and effec merce, which is handling the corre-1
you please ask him to take the time. I ™tured °" 'h® coast °f Mainerf A?r
"My father was born in Jefferson,
tive
action
must
be
taken
if
relief
is
spondence
with
local
chambers
and
while he is recovering from “the be ng P>anted here years passed withj
June
16, 1825. He was married to
WHO ARE THE
other
organizations
ln
the
cities
to
to be afforded in time to prevent a
slings and arrows of outrageous for’£ace
d,^ ^^2
! Emmeline Chapman, daughter of
most serious and far reaching devel- I be visited, has received a great many j
that,
like
the
Eastern
I Abraham Chapman of Damariscotta.
tune," to reread “The King’s Break-; supposea
opment The outstanding difficulty 1 letters outlining plans for entertain
oyster, they refused to spawn in
At the time he enlisted he was editor
fast" and next time get it right?
confronting the country springs from | ment of the Maine tourists. The
Puget
Sound.
On
the
Atlantic
coast
of the Rockland Gazette and went out
The grandmother of three,
the loss of confidence and the gen Oklahoma City Chamber of Com
the
lobsters
come
to
shallow
water
as war correspondent as well as sol
who knows her Milne from A to Z.
7-tf
eral state of fear that has been ere- ] merce has arranged to take the Maine j
in summer, spawns, and goes back to
dier. Before that he had for some
Portland.
ated by these widespread bank fail- | party to the oil fields and on their i
deep water in winter, sometimes be
years taught school, also a singing
ures.
return to give them a banquet, with
ing taken at a depth of 420 feet. The
school. He had a wonderful bass
Meantime, banks that are mem an attendance of 500 Oklahoma citi
baby lobsters require about nine
voice. He also lectured on astronomy.
bers of the Federal Reserve System zens.
months to emerge from the spawn,
! Altogether he was a man for Rock
All
of
the
letters
from
the
Western
find
themselves
without
such
negoti

and live for a year or so beneath
land to be proud of—as are his chil
able paper as can be offered for re organizations contain expressions of
rocks in shallow water, attaining ma
dren, of whom only Mrs. Chick and
congratulation
on
Maine's
enterprise
!
discount
at
the
Federal
Reserve
turity in about four years.
j myself are living.
WHAT A BAND!
in
putting
through
such
an
undertak

Banks
and
so
are
unable
to
find
the
“Some months ago baby lobsters
"I was in Rockland for a day last
Paul P. Harrii
necessary assistance from this Fed ing, especially at this time when in- j
were found in Similk Bay. near
summer and hunted uo the house we
Stephen
11.
Chapman,
First
Rock

dustry
has
been
feeling
out
of
sorts.
J
eral system. As a consequence of
Gibraltar. A lobster eight inches
in on Warren street. I do not
land Man Slain in Civil War ! lived
long was taken by an Indian woman to the practice of law in Iowa the these developments deposits in large The cities from which cordial in- ]
know about the number, as in those
vitations
have
been
received
and
in a crab trap. Within the past same year. He received his Illinois amounts have been tied up in banks
days I do not think houses were num
week shrimpers in Guemes channel | license as an Attorney and Counselor now solvent; confidence has been plans of entertainment are being was the first Rockland man killed, bered.
Direct From Boston
have hauled In bushels of the baby | at Law in 1896 and since then he has seriously shaken and there has been made include Niagara Falls, Detroit,
"My sister and I surely appreciate
being shot in the battle of Bull Run
lobsters, and thrown them back info been engaged continuously in the a break-down of local credit facili Chicago, Kansas City, Topeka, July 21, 1861.
what
you are doing
I
--------------- and will be very
Wichita. Ponca City, Oklahoma City,
the water, though many are cooked I practice of his profession in Chicago. ties with widespread decreases in Lianas,
rori
worm,
Austin,
aan
An-1
Judge
Edward
K.
Gould,
past
diviklad
1
to
know
,
If
you
are ™cc jS{' there
Dallas,
Fort
Worth,
Austin,
San
An(
up with the shrimp, and canned, On July 2, 1910, he married Miss Jean values and general demoralization of tonio,
Houston,
New
Orleans, sion commander of the Sons of Vet- , getl‘"g ‘be
mfornation I can furothers being shipped with the smaller Thomson, a native of Edinburgh, business.
Meridian.
Birmingham, Atlanta. ■ erans. has made many valuable con- Is any further’ >"f°™a
' „
• ♦ * *
catch. A simple glance will not in Scotland.
Jacksonville, Savannah, Columbia, trlbutlons to Rockland’s Civil War
In
this
situation
there
must
be
an
form the uninitiated of the difference
After completing his law course in
ROCKLAND
■
■
between the lobsters and the shrimp. 1891, he spent the following five years improvement in the banking system Norfolk and Cape Charles.
The party that visited Rockla.id,
WCFYI V RT 11 T UTIM
DAWES AT THE HELM
“An effort is being made to induce in seeing the world and learning to before there can be any expectation
W ILLIS.L I DULLLIHN
------ EXTRA-BEAUTY CONTEST
fishermen to build some lobster pots j know his fellows by actual contact of a return to normal conditions in Wednesday, In behalf of this trip in------One Of the Country s Most Forceful
and fish them in deep water off Cape I with them under all sorts of condi the nation’s economic life. With this eluded R. T. Anderson, traveling i
To
Guide ReconstrucStatesmen
FOR MISS 1932, ROCKLAND
Sante and Eastern Guemes, and , tions. He worked as a reporter on end in view the Reconstruction Fi agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Showing the Condition of
tion
Plan
Santa
Fe:
J.
F.
Smith,
district
pase
.
Shannon's point, with the idea that daily papers in San Francisco and nance Corporation Act will provide
Beautiful Gown to be Given the Winner
□now, Ice and Highways
there are now at least a half dozen Denver, rode the range in the cow credit facilities that will afford re senger agent of the Boston & Maine, j
The firm hand and genial forceful
Selected from Fuller-Cobb-Davis Stock
eenerations of lobster in the depths of country, picked oranges in southern lief to many banks that are worthy and A. L. T. Cummings, secretary- ,
Throughout Maine
ness of Charles G. Dawes will guide
the Sound. The fisheries department Louisiana, sold marble and granite, of credit and are unable at this time manager of the Maine State Cham- ,
the gigantic reconstruction corpora
DON’T FORGET THE DATE
at Olympia has been notified of the ciossed the Atlantic twice on cattle to command necessary accommoda ber of Commerce.
Mild weather the past week reduced tion through its task of economic
discovery but so far nothing has been i ships, and made a third trip to Europe tions.
Maine's snow blanket one-half to healing.
In addition to the relief which will
heard from the officials at Olympia.” j on business.
President Hoover announced Tues
one-fifth of what it was a week ago,
The connecting link may possiblv
In 1896 he felt he had gained suf be given to these institutions, pro
day that the brusque and distin
according
to
the
weekly
snow
bulletin
vision
is
made
for
loans
upon
the
be
found
in
the
Halifax
shipment
ficient practical knowledge to be of
8-9
guished soldier-statesman-financier
Maps and Autographs
above referred to. The lobsters mav service to his clients and opened a assets of any banks that are closed,
issued by the Portland Weather Bu would head the agency. Meanwhile
—————not have been as dead as they seemed. law office in Chicago. He had neither insolvent or in process of liquida Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
reau.
indications came from Capitol Hill
1 and that they established this new friends nor relatives in Chicago. His tion to aid in the reorganization or
Can anyone tell me if old maps
The excess of temperature for that in a few days it would begin its
liquidation
of
such
banks.
It
is
the
and wind and current maps have any
first years as a lawyer were marked
January to date totals 198 degrees, work of applying two billion dollars
by the discouragements and struggles hope that this provision will afford value? I have a map of Penobscot
soothing credit to the nawhich are typical of beginners in his a large measure of relief to com Bay, dated 1876; also an autograph an average of more than 10 degrees a wortb
of the circumstances.
profession. He had much time for munities that have been deprived of album dated 1831 which belonged to day. This year, the bulletin states,
To place behind the corporation
, reflection and pondered much on con- normal banking accommodations Mrs. Clementine Norwood of Hope. has been much like 1832, when the , the funest measure of psychological
BOSTON AUTO SHOW
' ditions of life and business in a large and so aid such communities in at I do not know who she was, but temperature was mild the first part support and public confidence. Mr.
would like to find out. Can you help
city. In 1905, a result of his study taining economic recovery.
of January but went below the zero Hoover assigned the corporation’s
Many New Improvements Make the and reflections, Mr. Harris had
The depression has hit the rail me through your paper?
New goods are coming in every day now and it is
presidency to Dawes at the cost of an
mark at the end of the month.
Cars of 1932 Very Intriguing
formulated a definite philosophy of roads hard, causing tremendous de
M. R. Morton.
surprising how much lower in price everything is and
Pointing out that this fall for the Important change in America’s fore
business relations. Calling together creases in kxith their freight and pas
Camden, Jan. 19.
The annual Boston automobile three of his friends, each of whom senger traffic income. In addition,
sixth consecutive year long range most diplomatic personnel.
the merchandise is the best ever. That will certainly
j show opens Saturday, In appear- , was engaged in a different line of j the condition of the financial market
forecasters predicted a severe winter
VOLUNTEER BIBLE CLASS
IN PROBATE COURT
jfc ance the cars set a new style. The business, he expounded his theory to i affects their ability to refinance ma
and that for the sixth consecutive
please you.
ZI general effect Is longer, lower and them. This group was the nucleus of turities that are coming due and What Can Be Done With Young year thus far, their forecasts have
Inventories filed: Estates Roscoe S.
Men’s and Boys’ Mackinaws at About Half Price
Z wider lines. The graceful length of the Rotary Club of Chicago. Through which are in some Instances most
Manhood, As Demonstrated In failed, the bulletin denies that the Staples, Rockland, $11,224.62; Seldom
Carter's and Whitefield Overalls ................................................. $1.40
the new cars is so effectively pro- the propaganda of Paul Harris, this ! pressing. The total amount of ma
Brooklyn
climate has changed and asserts that D. Wiley, Union, $4695.84.
An Extra Heavy Overall .................................................................. $1-00
duced that it does not materially in- novel organization soon had counter turities which fall due this year is
there has been a series of mild win
Beautiful Dress Shirts ........................................................... $1.00, $1.50 g | crease turning radius and conveni- parts in other cities in the United $110,782,506.
The far-reaching and permanent ters in the past.
« • • •
Men’s Union Suits................................................ 98c, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 g1 ence in parking. The beauty and States In this extension work the
While so manv factors enter into clear of ice. Lakes and ponds net
Influence of a well-taught class of
Men’s Work Shirts ............................................................................... 75c
advantage of lowness have been acquaintances Paul Harris had made
With refinancing of these obliga boys and young fellows in the first determining the character of the Eastport have nine inches, while on
Boys’ Suits .................. ......................... —.......................... $10.00, $12.00
achieved without decreasing head or in the five years that he knocked tions made impossible under present years of their manhood is illustrated weather that it is impossible to make the coves of the St. Croix River near
Boys' School Pants........................................................$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
leg room, while greater width gives around the country were of material market conditions the whole trans in the history of the Volunteer Bible any long range forecasts, if the storm Woodland, the ice is from six to eight
Boys’ School Blouses and Shirts............................................ 75c, $1.00
more commodious seats.
assistance to him in the establish portation system is threatened with Class of the Sunday School of Dela tracks continue to pass north of New inches thick but open water is preva
Boys' Heavy Stockings ...................................................................... 35c
Some 30 different makes of cars ment of new clubs.
disaster if relief is not afforded. The ware Avenue Baptist Church, Buf England as the sun continues to be lent in the channel.
will be exhibited at the show, with
After a few years the necessity for Reconstruction Finance Corporation falo, N. Y. The class was organized come more powerful, the remainder
You ought to see the beautiful White Skating Sweaters just arrived.
about 300 cars comprising the exhi some organization to bind these dif is authorized to make loans to such in 1898 with two scholars, boys of of the winter will be open, the bulle
The slickest things imaginable for skating this winter; only $6.00.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
bition. A new feature this year will ferent clubs together became appar carriers as are unable to obtain funds 14, W. T. Damon serving as teacher. tin states.
be a used car salon, comprised of 100 ent. Thereupon, Paul Harris, Ches upon reasonable terms through Before the end of the year the class
The greatest snow depths in the
If I had to live my life again I woulc
g I cars put on sale by most of the big ley R. Perry and others organized the banking channels or from the gen had 30 members. For several rea State are reported in the Kennebec have made a rule to read some poetr]
”' dealers.
National Association of Rotary Clubs eral public.
sons the class was disbanded in 1915 group, while the greatest depth is four and listen to some music at least one
inches at Greenville. Dexter has a week. The loss of these tastes ls a lo
high among the improve- in America in 1910. Later through the
With this vast aid to banking in and was not reorganized.
directness of control and extension of the movement into Can stitutions, agricultural credit organi
In the 17 years of its existence more three Inches, Madison, Pittsfield and of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
With the introduction of ada and Great Britain, the Inter zations and to the railroads, it is the than 1400 bovs were members, the av Winslow each have two, there is one
SONG OF THE STARS
freewheeling in some form in almost national Association of Rotary Clubs confident belief that the credit situa erage attendance during one month inch at Bingham and Augusta is free When the radiant morn of creatloi
every car shown and with silent op was formed. This later was renamed tion will be eased all along the line was 150 and it was at that time the of snow.
broke.
Fort Kent, Fort Fairfield, Vance And the world in the smile of Go
eration of gears, the gear-shifting Rotary International. Harris was with adequate facilities provided for largest class of young fellows in the
awoke.
boro
and
Calais
in
the
eastern
group
annoyances of former years have third President of the Rotary Club of the large refinancing of agriculture, world. More than 200 boys from this
empty realms of darkness ant
disappeared, and the novice can now Chicago, the first President of the commerce and industry. And it is class became members of the church have no snow, while Danforth has And the
death
change as swiftly and as silently as National Association and the first the purpose to get the new corpora and fully 250 united with other three inches, Houlton has two and Were moved through their depths by hli
mighty breath,
ale veteran driver. Automatic start President of the International Asso tion functioning without delay. An churches. Many of these boys are Woodland one. There are three
orbs of beauty and spheres of flann
ing and vacuum clutch operation ac ciation of Rotary Clubs and is Presi initial capital of $500,000,000 will be now among the most active leaders of inches at Millinocket in the Penob And
From the void abyss by myriads came
dent-Emeritus of Rotary Inter furnished by the Treasury so that church work In Buffalo and in many scot group, two at Monson, one in In the Joy of youth as they darted away
companies this silent gear shifting.
Riding control, enabling the driver national.
immediate pressing loans may be other places. Manv have become su Bangor and vicinity, one-half inch Through the widening wastes of space
to adjust the spring action to the
made. In addition the corporation perintendents, secretaries or other at Lincoln and none at Dover-Fox- Their play.
sliver voices ln chorus rung.
| number of passengers, the road con
would issue one billion, five hundred officers in the Sunday school, while croft.
And this was the song the bright onei
• « • •
How Much Would
sung.
ditions and the speed is an innova
million dollars of its own securities others have become teachers and sev
tion shown in many models. Seeking
You Pay To Be Rid
to be used in making additional eral are now Y.M.C.A. secretaries.
Belfast, Bucksport, Damariscotta
through the wide, widi
every possible safety factor, one finds
Two became ministers and two more and Biddeford each have two inches "Away.sky.away,
loans in the next year or two.
—
non-shattering glass more generally
are
now
missionaries
in
foreign
fields.
The
fair
blue
fields
that before us lle.of snow, while there is one at Machias,
The great necessity at this,time is
used. The booster pump acting on
The social activities of the class Portland and South Berwick, one and Each sun, with the worlds that roun<
the restoration of credit and confi
him roll.
What has become of all tbe money you
the wind-shield wiper, the grouping
dence. It is the hope and the belief were many and one year the boys one-half at Ellsworth and one-half Each planet poised on her turning pole
of dash instruments in such manner
alike of public officials and the heads sponsored a Sunday school picnic Inch at Sanford. Kittery and Bruns With her isles of green, and her cloud
have earned since you first started to re
of white.
that the driver may watch them
of the great agricultural and labor with an attendance of 980. An un wick reported no snow while there
Would You Pay Ten Dollars?
without taking his eyes from the
ceive a weekly income?
organizations that this measure will finished room in the basement of the are but patches in the vicinity of Wis And her waters that lie like fluid light.
church was completed and a complete casset, Eastport and Rockland.
road for more than an instant, are —Would You Pay 85 Cents? accomplish this result.
"For the source of glory uncovers hl
Where has it gone?
printing outfit was presented to the ' Lewiston has three inches but at
face.
other features making for greater
church.
White carnations were Poland Spring, Raymond and South And the brightness o’erflows unbound©
safety.
BACK IN 1874
Well: Here’s a chance for you to be
Suppose you had deposited even one
space;
given to all mothers on Mother's Day Paris there is no snow and at Range- And we drink, as we go. the lumino
Several new 12-cylinder and 16- spry once more—to do your work
cylinder cars will make their ap cheerfully without one twinge of pain. There Was Another Mild January— and large numbers of Bibles were ley there ls only one Inch. North
tides
dollar a week since you started work,
our ruddy air and our blooming sides
pearance at the show, although
“Don’t Shed Your Felt Boots Yet,” given to the church and also to the Conway, N. H„ reported three inches, In
Here’s a positive guarantee that no
Lo.
yonder
the living splendors play;
wouldn’t you have an acceptable sum in
Gideons for their work in hotels.
Fryeburg two and one-half and North Away, on our
eights will predominate. Marked im rheumatism sufferer can afford to
Advises “Dunt.”
Joyous path, away!
For 12 successive years this class Bridgton two, while Steep Falls re
provements have been incorporated pass up—you can be free from agoniz
the bank today?
"Look, look through our glittering rank
published without cost to the church ported bare ground.
into the engines to increase the ing rheumatism—and keep free from I Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
afar.
Roads in the vicinity of Biddeford
power and response, insure proper it.
The present January had a parallel or Sunday school an interesting
And don’t you agree that you could
In the infinite azure, star after star.
lubrication, eliminate vibration and
Get one 85 cent bottle of Allenru in 1874. The frost came out of the monthly periodical called the “Search and Rockland were reported to be icy How they brighten and bloom as the;
have done this without inflicting any
swiftly pass!
give silent operation. In colors, up from David L. McCarty or any pro ground and some of the farmers were Light." Contributions of cash were and all cross roads are rough. North
verdure runs o’er each rolling
holstery and general equipment, the gressive druggist with the positive I plowing. On the 10th the thermo made to the current expenses of the and west of Eastport the roads are How the
mass!
noticeable hardship on yourself?
new models all indicate that the and distinct understanding that meter was 60 above, with a clear sky. church, but, mast important of all, covered with slush, which freezes at And the path of the gentle winds ls seen
manufacturers have determined to your pains and torture will all be gone Soon after this it came off cold with was an evangelistic spirit resulting in night, but near Monson, Machias, Where the small waves dance, and thj
It is not too late to begin now. You have
young woods lean.
manv additions to the church. The Orono, Old Town and Millinocket the
drifting snowstorms.
make the 1932 car irresistible.
in 48 hours or money back.
many years ahead of you and it is easily
February was unusually cold and teacher himself war. not a member of roads are clear and in good condition. "And see. where the brighter day-bean
And when pains are gone—keep
pour.
Watch for them. The “Harlem Hot right on taking Allenru ’till every bit. stormy all through the month. So the church when he began his work Cars are being driven from Machias
possible that you can save more than $ 1.00
How the rainbows hang in the sunn!
8-tf
of harmful uric acid is out of your don’t be in a hurry to shed your felt and he and the two boys who con to Bangor without chains.
Shots."
shower;
stituted the first members were the
The Androscoggin River near Berlin
Dunt
body—Happiness comes with this boots.
each week.
morn and eve. with their pom|
first to unite with the church. About and the Kennebec River near Madi And the
Hope, Jan. 18.
of hues
wonderful prescription — thousands
a vear ago the class held its first son are free of ice, while ice on Shift o'er the bright planets and sh<
Start saving next pay day. Your ac
know it—you ought to know it.
their dews;
Watch for them. The "Harlem Hot reunion and 125 men who were at Rangeley Lake is not thick enough to
And 'twlxt them both, o’er the teemix
count will be welcome here. It may be
some time members of the class were cut.
Shots."
8-tf
PORTLANDS
ground.
present.—Boston Transcript.
The greatest ice thickness in the With her shadowy cone the night
PRETENTIOUS
opened with $1.00 or as much more as
IpMOST
fpirnniTiiiirrmumii
mui iu in m:i:mmiiiIJJIU
State
is
22
inches
on
Moosehead
Lake
round!
Florida’s Best Climate
Tourist (looking at Venus de Milo) at Greenville. The ponds near Milli
you wish to deposit.
away! ln our blossoming bowei
More Sunshine
—“One thing those old Greeks had on nocket have 15 inches and Lake He "Away,
In the soft air wrapping these sph
Less Rain
us; when they talked disarmament, bron near Monson and the ponds near
of ours.
Wonderful Place for
they disarmed."—Cornell Widow.
North Conway, N. H„ have 14 inches. In the seas and fountains that shli
Recuperation
with morn.
There is 12 inches of ice on the ponds See. Love
ls brooding, and Life ls bori
and
lakes
near
Dover-Foxcroft,
eight
Now is the time to cull your flocks.
And breathing myriads are breaklc
COMFORTABLE
FEET
from
night.
inches
on
the
ponds
near
Rockland
With the low price of eggs you can't
and five on the Penobscot River near To rejoice like us. ln motion and llgh
Enjoy exercise. Work well. Keep feet
afford to keep “boarders."
EXPOSITION
WEEK OF?
happy with Resinol. For free sample Old Town and the Stillwater River "Glide on In your beauty, ye youthft
r
Saperb fishing from pier
For highest prices call or write
near Orono.
spheres
of Soap and Ointment, with booklet
or boat. Surf beach, no underBUILDING ‘ UAN18
ir. 18-hole golf, grass greens.
Ponds near South Berwick have To weave the dance that measures
on Skin Treatment, write Dept. L,
COHEN
BROTHERS
Club house on the beach. Swimming
:
six inches and there is seven inches Glide years
Baltimore, Md.
Thomaston, Maine
pooL 1OO rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
on. in the glory and gladness sen
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
First-class patronage Reasonable rates.
on the ponds near Bucksport. Two To the farthest wall of the flrmament,Reduced Rates on
Trucks will be in Warren all
inches of ice cover the Machias River The boundless visible smile of Him.
GEORGE KREAMER
Railroads
winter
of whose brow your lamj
and above the dam at Machias, but To theareveil
Summert Wyandotte Hotel,Bellport, ’ Idim."

Women’s All Rubber
Overshoes

The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Qazette
Paul P. Harris, founder of Rotary,
A score of years ago there was
ln 1882. The Free Press was established shipped from Halifax, N. S. a large was born April 19, 1868, at Racine,
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated consignment of lobsters in a special Wisconsin. He was educated in the
March 17, 1897.
car, bound for Portland, Oregon. public schools and academies in Ver-

$1.39

Children’s All Rubber
Overshoes
$1.00
R. E. NUTT

“HARLEM
HOT SHOTS”

Back Again to Stayl
AL ROUGIER and his PARAMOUNT
ORCHESTRA
OPENING THURSDAY NIGHT
Dancing Parties At Temple Ballroom

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21

WE WANTERKNOW!

AYER'S

| WILLIS AYER

Where has your
money gone,

of Rheumatic Pains
In 48 Hours

AUTO

THOMASTON

POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!

National Bank

m

5-9

9Th-tf

Resmoi

j a short distance up the river it is

—William Cullen Bryant,
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The Courier-Gazette
__________ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Rockland. Me.. Jan. 21. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of

At The High School
Ruth Whittemore

THE FIRST SETBACK

Rockland Hoopsters Could
Not Stand Pace In Last
Period At Hebron

ofan«i«c.^2,there Ww

Preliminary winter sports meet! Plaving without the aid of its reguSaturday—“Weather Permitting.”
lar coach and its best offensive man
Rockland was greatly handicapped
The grass withereth, the flower
Dad's coal bill is lighter,
i Tuesday night when it traveled to
fadeth; but the word of our God
Fur coats and galoshes
j Hebron Academy andi received its
Escape with less usage
shall stand for ever.—Isaiah. 39:8.
i first setback in six starts this season
Than ln years heretofore.
The sunshine ls brighter
at the hands of the Big Green Re
And
whiter
the
washes
The atmosphere of the Lions Club
serves by a score of 30 to 20. Al
Than
when
the
soft
coal
smoke
luncheon yesterday took on a dis
though the local outfit led the Re
Rolled over them more.
tinctly literary flavor when Robert
serves throughout the first half and
But still there are faces
B. Magune, formerly of the School '
j midway into the third period it was
That frown at the bright sky
Board, delivered a Shakespearean ad- [
unable to compete with the new men
And hope that a snow cloud
dress. His quotations, given without
that Coach Hollis kept sending in.
May over It scud
notes, showed decided intimacy with
You can't have ski races
Neither Coach Durwood Heal nor
However you might try
the Bard of Avon's best plays, and he
s Arthur Flanagan were able to make
With nothing to ski .on
showed how many of the lines writ
' the trip because of illness and their i
But half frozen mud.
ten by Shakespeare have been incor
! absence was a big loss to Rockland.j
porated into present dav English ex
The shelter house at the skating i Flanagan, best shot on the team,
would probably made a great differ
pressions. "Hamler is Mr. Magune’s ; rinVTs“now completed
conception of Shakespeare s best
ence ln the outcome of the battle had
<?arl Morse and Kenneth White
winiam Bichat,* night janitor, he been there to drop in his custom
told why they selected January as ■ j absent from d t
Of ary fifteen points or more. Both will
their birth month. Reports concern- il]rlp«
be on hand next week, however, when
ing the two invalid Ralphs—Smith
the Orange and Black will entertain
and Nutt—were heard with keen inJ, * ‘
the Morse High quintet of Bath in
terest. It is quite possible that the
SL1*,!?
*
the local gymnasium.
former will be able to be out again Mr Bowden durm« his absence'
The Lime City team outplayed the
by another week, but it is very prob
, prep school boys throughout the enMrs.
Paulitz
(Anna
Coombs)
‘ tire first half and the greater part
able that Mr. Nutt will be laid up, . ,
for a long time. Town Clerk Foy W. | taught a group of former pupils of the third period. They had a 5 to
when
she
substituted
for
Miss
Brown
Brown of North Haven was a guest.
, 3 margin at the end of the first
last week.
{ period, while at half time their lead
• * ♦ *
Pros and cons of the dole system
, was 10 to 3. Fresh men were sent into
The
report
of
the
State
Depart

for the United States is the next
the fray by the Hebron mentor in the
ment
of
Education
on
the
standing
Educational Club discussion. Must
of
our
graduates
now
in
the
fresh|
we come to the English system or
man classes at the four Maine col- i
have we it already? How can our,
received This renort I
national troubles of poverty and un- leg“ nas Dee” received. This report
employment be cured? Is unemploy- 15 based °n
Percentage of honor
ment a disease of industry or are rank m the totol of grades received,
idleness, shiftlessness, lack of fore- Rockiand stands fourth with on y
sight and thrift, extravagance, Inca- Portland, Deering and Bangor outpacity both mental and physical, in- I ranking us.
, , . ,
herent in human nature? Is our i
,
capitalistic system responsible for
The list of topics given out for
the destitution and idleness of consideration at the regular teach7,000.000 people now and if so. is com- ers meeting Monday afternoon premunism a remedy or the remedy? Is J ^u^d some llvely discussion,
our national situation an emergency One point was pretty well agreed
and a crisis only, or must its deeper upon, however, that two hours of
causes be sought? Can men be per home study a day is usually necessary
mitted to go hungry in a land over in order for a pupil to do really sat-1
isfactory work.
flowing with wheat?
Notary Public.

final quarter, however, and the
Rockland aggregation was unable to
keep up with the rugged pace the
winners set. In the last period Rock
land was unable to maintain its
stonewall defence that worked so well
in the first half.
Much credit was given the Rockland hoopsters for holding the supposedly strong Hebron Reserves to
such a low score, as in previous games
the latter have rolled up at least 45
points while their opponents have
been able to score less than the locals
did.
The summary:
Hebron Reserves
G
p
4
Rideout. If ............ 2
0
Skillin. If .................. 0
6,
Merrill, rf '.............. 3
4 |
McKenney, rf.......... 2
7
Carroll, c ................ 3
Wiggins, c ................ 0
0
Charles, c ................ 0
0[
4
Sturgis, rg.......... ..... 2
5i
Levya. lg .................. 2
Williamson, lg ...... 0
0
Flagg, lg .................. 0
0i
14
Rockland High
G
McAlary, rg ............ 0
Thomas, lg .....
1
Freeman, c .,............ 3
La Crosse. If............ 2
Knowlton, rf .......... 2
Z

30
P
0I
3 !
I

6

—

4
20 j
8
Referee, Harry Agger, Portland.
Time four 8-minute periods.

MID-WINTER

... SALE...

The Baptist Men's League found
The force behind the scenes for the
itself in competition with numerous junior play, soon to be presented, "The
other local events last night, with Charming Pretender assures good
the result that the attendance was the management which should leave the
smallest in recent years. The matter cast and coach free to devote them- I
of selecting some other meeting night, selves solely to the production. They
when the various church circles are: are: Business manager. Alice Gay; 1
not being held, was again brought up. assistants, Marion Johnson and Evand a committee of five was appoint- 1 erett Frohock; publicity. Mfldred
ed to consider the problem and report Sweeney; costumes. Rose Whitmore;
at the next meeting. In the absence electrician, Pierre Havener; prop
of the president, Rev. J. Charles erty man, Herbert Spear; assistants. j
MacDonald, the session was presided Gerald Black and Avis Lovejoy; head I
over by Vice President Elmer B. usher, Mary Ginn; stage manager.
Crockett. Rev. H. H. Marr of the Frederick Palmer; assistants, Cleole j
Daily.
Methodist Church was guest speaker, Hooper and Kenneth
* * * *
and furnished much food for thought
The office girl this week is Myrtle
with his profitable address.
Sprague who graduated in 1930 and '
Foy W. Brown, town clerk at North is now taking a post graduate course
Haven, and recently announced can- in the commercial department. 1
didate for the county commissioner Since post graduates are not required
nomination on the Republican ticket, to take examinations she is doing
has been a visitor in the city the past the office work this week in place of
two days. Yesterday noon he was one of the undergraduates, who are
a guest of the Lions Club. Mr. Brown having all they need to keep them
is at the head of J. O. Brown &z Son. busy without "tending office,
boat builders, at North Haven, and is
giving employment to five men
Grade eight classes in Home Ecothrough the winter season. He has nomics are taking their work in the
just sold one of his new dinghies to “Care of the Baby.
Miss Steele.
E. B. Hall of Chicago who has a sum- the Red Cross nurse recently gave a
mer home at North Haven, and he I demonstration in bathing and dress
has another partly completed. The ing a baby, using the washable
dinghies are 14-footers, popular for I “Chase” doll for this practice work.
racing purposes.
The noon lunches at the McLain
The tanker Sepola completed an building this week are in charge of
other set of experimental trials on Rose Vultiggo and Hazel Kirkpat
the Rockland course yesterday. The rick. The hot dishes served are:
Oertz rudder, a Dutch type, enabled Monday, hot cocoa; Tuesday, vegeta
the tanker to make 10 6 knots an hour ble soup: Wednesday, corn chowder;
as compared with 10.2 knots which she Thursday, macaroni and cheese; Fri
made with the old type. Economy in day, creamed potatoes and dried
fuel consumption was also shown. beef. Each dish is five cents a serv
The tanker Salinas will be brought ing, except the cocoa which is three
here the latter part qf May or early cents a cup. These hot lunches are
in June for similar tests. The Trial supplied at less than cost for the
Board, which has been quartered at benefit of the children who carry
The Thorndike, left last night for cold lunches, and are given to those
Norfolk. Va., to conduct trials of the who are not able to pay.
cruiser Louisville.
At the junior high assembly Wed
It is interesting to note that Hora nesday morning Miss Nichols's pupils
tio D. Crie, Commissioner of Sea and gave ‘'The Duchess of Trent," a twoShore Fisheries; and George W. act health play taken from a recent
Leadbetter, aoting Commissioner of copy of "Hygeia.'' Miles Sawyer
Health and Welfare, were students j acted as chairman, The cast: Phyltogether at the Rockland Commer j lis, Marie Williams; Maud, Vera
cial College more than 40 years ago. Thompson; Muriel, Bernice RobinH. A. Howard and Miss Julia L. Hills i son; Betty. Geneva Hooper; Ruth,
were the proprietors.
Pauline Oliver; Mrs. Phillips, Char
lotte Mattattall; The Duchess of
Frank H. Smith of Ash Point Trent, Gwendolyn Rubenstein. Be
smiles when he hears people telling tween the acts Hattie Moon and
about dandelion greens, and other shirley Grant played a harmonica
evidences of summer which have be- | duet and Pauline Oliver sang a solo,
come misplaced in our strange Janu
ary. He recalls that 50 years ago he
John Taylor of the Camden Y.M.
and his sisters picked grasshoppers C.A. spoke before the Senior High
on their farm in January.
School assembly Monday morning.
He recalled the first football game
Frank H. Ingraham and R. I between Camden and Rockland 20
Thompson were in attendance upon years ago and mentioned two Rock
Law Court at Augusta yesterday, land heroes of that day, Richard
arguing the case of Ingraham vs. Fuller, afterward commissioned the
Berliawsky. Today County Attorney youngest major in the United States
Ensign Otis appears before Law Court army, and Albert Holbrook first lieu
to argue the case of the State versus tenant, who was one of the first from
Roy Cook et als, who are charged this section to give his life for his
with assaulting a guard and escaping I country in the World War.
from State Prison.
[ The greater part of the period was
spent in singing under the inspiring
leadership of Mr. Taylor, inter
STRAND THEATRE
spersed with snappy comment and
anecdotes. Repeated applause at the
Can a little girl from 'way out West close drew from Mr. Taylor the rego to New York, win the sophisticated | mark that it was a pretty good re
heart of a young-man-about-Man- | ception for a Camden man in Rock...
,
land He then enumerated a half
hattan and take him away from sevhad be_
eral million rivals—including one who 1 u
and
already has him in her clutches? c™lc
UvmT ^annfiv
She can. if she's Miriam Hopkins in otheJs P:0™ C„n"ld hinted toat^nv
••Tun Rinria nf Women" a Para- ln Rockland- and hinted that any
mount Sure coming for 'Friday and trouble betwecn the tw° towns waa
not encouraged by the best people of
Saturday.
Miss Hookins is something of a either place. Mr. Blaisdell spoke
princess to begin with, her father be briefly, explaining the examination
ing a Western senator who, this be schedule and notices. The devotion
ing a presidential year, has come East al exercises were conducted by Ber
on a sneaking tour. Concerned as he nard Freeman. Robert Hussey acted
is with the shocking immorality of as presiding officer.
* * * *
the big city, the Senator is naturally
The grade eight spelling contest
embarrassed when his spirited daugh
ter goes in for metropolitan night resulted in a tie for the first time
life with joyful enthusiasm. His this year. The 8-1 division will be
political embarrassment is, of course, the proud possessor of the banner
rothirg to her heartbreak when she until Wednesday noon, the 8-3 didreovers that the polo player of her vision the other half of the week,
romantic dreams <Phillips Holmes: The seventh grade banner is held by
is already involved with a mercenary the 7-4 division.
Jade who demands cash in advance
------------------for resigning her legal claims. It
News was received here yesterday
would be quite unfair to divulge the ' of the death in West Hartford. Conn.,
plot twist which, eventually—after a of Volney T. Follett, a former Rockpenthouse party, a police raid and a land blacksmith, who was about 62
murder charge—smoothes out the years of age. Funeral services will be
difficulties without too much damage held at West Hartford today, and the
even to the political career of the remains will be brought here tomor
row for interment at Vinalhaven,
Senator—adv.

Dress Shirts

Flannel Shirts
Neckwear
Friday, Jan. 22 to Saturday, Jan. 30
HATHAWAY

TIES

SHIRTS

$2.00 quality ; now $1*29
$1.50 quality; now $1*19

$3.00 quality ; now $2.19 $1.00 quality; now

69c

$2.30 quality; now $1.69 65c quality; now

49c

$1.75 quality; now $1.39 50c Spurs; now

"ON MY SET"

Mrs. William J. Tobey of
Tbomastvn has logged 338 sta
tions, and is one of the contend
ers for first place in the Knox
County list. I should like to hear
from some of the other fans.
The joke was on the Boston
Globe news announcer yesterday
morning when he told of Chinese
bandits holding a man for ran
som. “What a country?” was the
broadcaster's comment. And yet
his very next item was of an
affair in this country very much
like it.
A real treat for music lovers
will be afforded Saturday after
noon, when Lily Pons, the young
coloratura soprano will be heard
for the first time in the NBCMetropolitan Opera series. Tlie
second and third acts of Rossini's
“Barber of Seville’’ will be broad
cast at 3.15. WEEI will carry
the program.
I am frankly envious when I
view the list qf distant stations
recently logged'by James L. Cur
tis of 10 Columbia avenue, in the
course of a session which extend
ed far into the morning. This
includes five California stations
(KPWF of Westminster, KGER
of Long Bearh. KNX of Los An
geles, KGO of Oakland and KFI
of Los Angeles). The time of
reception ranged from 11.45 p. m.
to 3.15 a m. Mr. Curtis logged
four Mexican stations (XER,
XED, XEW and XEI) together
with two Cuban stations QMG
and CMCY; also KFXD of Je
rome, Idaho, KEEL of Denver
and W'lDO of Augusta, Me., the
last named station announcing
that it was on the air for the
fourth time. The hour was 3.15
a. m.

Is the constitution a mere
souvenir? This is the provoking
title chosen by Senator Thomas
P. Gore, of Oklahoma, for an ad
dress he will deliver Sunday,
over a coast-to-roast network,
to go on the air at 1 p. m.

Musical comedy hits, presented
by a concert orchestra and a
mixed quartet of vocalists, will
be broadcast today at 4 p. m.
The quartet will consist of Olive
Kline, soprano; Mary Nally, con
tralto; Howard LeLong, tenor;
and John Chapman, bass. Hit
songs of musical comedies by Vic
tor Herbert, DeKoven, Friml,
Straus, and Youmans will be

37c

$6.00 quality; now’ $4.69
Neckband, Collar At

$4.50 quality ; now $3.39

tached and Collars to

$3.00 quality; now $2.29

match

$2.00 quality; now $1.19

WILLYS*
OVERLAND
SSsSIXsES

£««*- WBZ
LAMSON-HUBBARD HATS, $5.00 value,

$3.85

Burpee & Lamb

Sunday at
7.00 P. M.
E. 0. Philbrook & Son

"THE STORE FOR MEN”

WILLYS OVERLAND
DEALERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PERRY’S MARKET
PORK ROAST
BEEF ROAST
Ib He
lb 12c
CREAMERY BUTTER Rinso,
®0C“IES AT2 WHOlES
“
lge pkgs 37c
Lux,
2 lge pkgs 39c
29c
Lux Toilet Soap, 3 cakes
Palmolive Soap, 3 cakes 19c
FANCY FRESH
LITTLE
PIG LOINS

BEST CUTS

CHUCK ROAST

ALL THE

POUND
ROLLS

BEST BRANDS

BROOKFIELD, CRESTA
CLOVERBLOOM, FERNDALE

OTHER GOOD VALUES
IVORY SALT
Pure Lard,
3 lbs 23c
3 boxes 19c
Tasty Cheese,
lb 33c
We Have Plenty—Don’t Pay More
Sage Cheese,
lb 29c Mixed Nuts,
2 lbs 25c
Imported Swiss Cheese, lb 59c Campbell's Soups, 3 cans 25c
4 cans 25c
Tomato Soup,
EGGS
EGGS
Stuffed Olives,
qt jar 49c
dozen 29c
dozen 19c
Strictly Fresh
Natives

SPAGHETTI
3 cans 25c

A
1932

FLANNEL SHIRTS

TO PLANT WALNUT

WEEK-END SALE

Fresh Western

$1.65 quality; now $1.19

Sizes 14 to 19

include speaking by Mayor Charles
M. Richardson of Rockland and
First Selectman Rodney Jordan of
When Boy Scouts Make An Thomaston.
There's lots of good radio at 6
a. m. Among the stations which
nual Pilgrimage To "Mont-1 Eagle Scouts of the District will
plant a black walnut from the tree
I logged at that time this morn
pelier”—Coming Events
at Mount Vernon. The seed will ac
ing were WLBL of Stevens, Wis.
and W'PEN of Philadelphia (both
Boy Scout events next month ln- ! tually be planted in a box on the site
permanently selected for the tree,
new to my list); W'WJ, Detroit,
elude:
KW'KH. Shreveport, La.; KMMJ,
Feb. 4—Rockland District Boy- then taken to a ttot house to be cared
Clay Center, Neb.; W'JAY, Cleve
Scout meeting ln Chamber of Com for by Eagle Scouts until the tree Is
land; WSAZ, Huntington. W.
merce rooms at 7.30 p. m. District large enough to be set out.
Scouts in every State in the Union
Va; WJR, Detroit and KFBI.
Chairman A. L. Whittemore will pre
are planting walnuts from the tree
Milford, Kan. The Louisiana an
side.
nouncer told of being Ip his shirt
Feb. 5—Rockland District Boy once owned by the Father of His
sleeves and what a fine morning
Scout Court of Honor in Universalist Country.
it was, while the Detroit man
Church at 7.30, Judge A. L. Miles
(W’JR) said it was raining cats
presiding.
Farmers on the average will have to
and dogs.
Feb. 7—All Boy Scouts of Rock sell three times as much produce this
•♦•••• *•*
land and Camden will hike from year with which to pay taxes as thev
Miss Florence Hale, president
Rockland on their annual pilgrimage did in 1913.
of the National Education Asso ! to Montpelier where they will meet
However. President Hoover has had
ciation, who addressed the Bap
Thomaston Boy Scouts to celebrate
tist Men’s League last season,
the 22d anniversary of the founding so much tough luck it would not sur
prise us a bit to see him get the Re
broadcasts at 6.30 p. m. Sunday.
i of the Boy Scouts of America.
Scouts all over the United States publican pomination in '32.—Judge.
The best churning temperature for
With all States taxing gasoline, the are celebrating Anniversary Week,
«.
cream in winter butter making is
motor fuel tax amounted to nearly Feb 7 to 13.
1 The ceremony at Montpelier will from 58 deg. to 66 deg. F.
$500,000,000 last year.
heard during the half hour pro
gram.

632 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

SATURDAY SPECIAL
SALE AND SAMPLING
Swift’s Premium Hams

0VEN1ZED

Ib

19c

Ib

23c

From 10 to 12 pounds

HALF HAMS,
COME IN FOR A TASTE OF THIS IMPROVED HAM

PERRY’S MARKET
\ /

With Tomato Sauce

pound 15c

Salad Dressing,
qt jar
Tangerines,
doz 19c Edgemont Crackers, 2 bxs
Fancy Cooking Apples, pk 29c Granulated Meal, 3 pkgs
Fresh Strawberries, box 19c Bolted Meal,
5 lb pkg

GRAPEFRUIT
Family Size,
6 for 23c

35c
25c
25c
25c

Sealed Sweet Grapefruit
2 cans 25c
Fancy Quality—Whole Sections

ORANGE SALE
A COMBINATION OFFER
Large Navels,
doz 39c
Family Size Navels,
doz 27c Bottle Three Crow Vanilla OQ
Large Floridas,
doz 39c Pound Frosting Sugar
2 lbs 25c
Family Size Floridas,
doz 23c Fig Bars,

vC

NOW IN THE MARKET
Ripe Tomatoes
Fresh Green Peas
Fresh String Beans
New Cabbage
New Carrots
New Sprouts New Beets
Cucumbers
Broccoli
Celery
Iceberg Lettuce
WE HAVE EVERYTHING TO EAT

The new and improved method used by Swift
in the cure of their famous Premium Hams
will be explained at a Special Sale and Sampling
to be held at Our Market Saturday. This is
the first offering of these Hams Cured by the
New Process.

WHOLE HAMS,

Ye Olde Vermont Cottage Cheese

BAKED FRESH FOR THIS SALE

Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour
2 pkgs 25c

BEAN SALE
Michigan Pea,
California Pea,
Native Johnson, .
Red Kidney,

qt
qt
qt
qt

06c
10c
11c
15c

CERTAINLY LOW PRICES

Pork Chops
lb 18c
Native Veal Chops lb 25c
Lamb Chops
lb 25c
cutser

NATIVE FOWL
CHICKENS
TOP ROUND STEAK

lb 24c
lb 29c
lb 25c

PERRY’S MARKET
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
*

J. A. JAMESON CO.
.I .

.-

Fancy Native Fowl, pound........................................... 28
Potatoes, bushel .............................................................. 50
We have another lot of those good ones from Waldo Co.

Salted Dandelions, 2 pounds........................................ 25
Best Maine Canned Corn, can .. .10; 3 cans.. .25
Best Maine String Beans 2 cans .25c; 12 cans 1.25
Superba Canned Tomatoes, lge can .20; 3 cans .55
These are very nice.

Grape Juice .............. qts................. 40; pts................ 23
Fresh Native Eggs, dozen......... .. ................................. 30
Crosse & Blackwell’s Goods are very cheap now.
2 lb. jar Mince Meat.......................................................50
1 lb jar Orange Marmalade..................................
.25
3 Fruit Jam, Orange, Pineapple and Grape
Fruit .......... ,........................................ »......................... 25
Large Jar Gold Fish Marmalade................................ 25
Plum or Fig Pudding, ready to heat and serve.. .37
Little Buster Pop Com......... pkg .10; 3 pkgs .25
Home Made Sausage, pound ..................................... 25
Best California Peaches....... can .25; 3 cans .60
Beech-Nut Tomato Juice Cocktail, pint.................... 20
Try this in the morning.

Canned Lima Beans..............can .12; 3 cans .30
Canned Shell Beans
.......can .15; 3 cans .40
Canned Golden Wax Stringless Beans, can........... 18
3 cans ............................................................................. 50
Superba Catsup, large bottle........................................ 18
Nice Norwegian Sardines, can ................................... 10
Superba Crab Meat, can................................................ 36
They do not make a better one.

Fould’s Macaroni, Spaghetti and Noodles
package...................... 10; 3 packages..................... 25
Superba Diced Carrots, can ........................................ 10
Tall Cans Ripe Olives, can.......................................... 25
Superba Dried Beef, large jar .30; small jar .15
Superba Grape Fruit.............. can .15; 3 cans .40
Johnson’s Y. E. Beans......... quart .12; peck .80

WE CARRY A NICE LINE OF FRESH
VEGETABLES AND MEATS

FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

The annual united service of the)
Episcopal parishes of Penobscot Bay
was held Sunday afternoon at St.
Peter’s Church which was filled to
capacity. There were large delega
tions from St. Margaret's of Belfast,
Father Ackley; St. Thomas of Cam
den, Father Hayden; St. John Bap
tist of Thomaston, Father Franklin;
and St. George of Long Cove which'
comes under Father Kenyon's super
vision. The procession consisting of
choirs, altar boys, crucifers, torchbearers and priests, numbering more
than 100, formed a colorful pictuii;
The service was evensong vespers
with incense, Father Kenyon being
the officiant. The readers of the
lessons were Fathers Ackley and
Franklin. The preacher was Father
Stewart, the new rector at St.

Michael's Church, Auburn. After
service a social gathering was held
in the Undercroft, refreshments be
ing served under the direction of Mrs.
Thomas Foley and Mrs. Arthur F.
Wisner.
Although emphasis is
centered on the young people of the
parishes, the adults seem to derive
great stimulus in church work from
these annual observances.

Patrick Sweeney of the C. D. Mal
lory line steamship Swift Eagle is
home on an indefinite vacation. The
company has tied up all of its boats
until there is an improvement of busi
ness.
Pood sale Saturday afternoon at
Senter Crane's by the Congregational
ladies, group one—adv.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 22—Installation of Golden Rod
Chapter, O. E. S.
Jan 22—Methebesee Club meets with
Mrs. Julia Murray, TAJbot, avenue.
Jan. 25—Oarden Clubeneetlng. address
by Miss Margaret O. Ruggles.
Jan. 28-29—Thomaston—"The Shan
nons of Broadway." at Watts Hall, by
Adelyn Bushnell players.
Jan. 29—Rubinstein Club meeting at
Universalist vestry.
Jan. 29—Rockport—"Fast Colors" pre
sented at Town hall by R. H. S. seniors.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 5 (3 to 930)—Regular sessions of
Woman's Educational Club, at Copper
Kettle Porch.
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of the
Boy Scouts.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb- 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18-19—Kippy Karnival.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.

WEATHER
"Signs of snow” says our trusty al
manac—but it must have meant a
stop sign. Yesterday morning’s squall
looked like the real thing for half an
hour, but with wind in the southwest
quarter was bound not to last long,
and it counted as a fair day, cloudy
and mild with temperature 40 at
noon. Wind veered to north t last
night and this morning was much
colder, 18 at 7 o'clock, cloudless sky.
The vane points to northeast and the
forecast gives warmer weather for
tomorrow, with probable rain or snow.

OH

—’HELLO

MEN’S AND BOYS’
CLOTHING

uN6»PUcveo

PLfcASUR.e '

You haven’t the slightest idea of how severe a
store will cut prices when it makes up its mind to
sell. We’re busy—and want to be—and the
secret is this—that we are taking fine clothing
and cutting it to prices that cannot be lightly
that's A nice lookingnew <SUIT YOU HAVE

•

in

“South of Sante Fe”

NEW LENDING LIBRARY NEAR FRONT DOOR

‘X Marks The Spot””
and

Vaudeville

at

THERE

We’re doing the
UNUSUAL!
We're showing advance
authentic fashions at a
time when it is usual to
feature mark downs.

Home of Paramount Pictures
One of The Publix Theatres

All Shows Standard Time

And because of close

The annual installation of Golden
Rod Chapter O.EB. takes place to
morrow night, each member having
the privilege of inviting one guest.
Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt will be install
ing officer, and under the direction!
of Mrs. Vivian Hewett an attractive j
musical program has been arranged.
The ceremonies will begin at 7.30, and
at the close an informal reception,
will take place in the banquet hall, |
with refreshifients.

cooperation of some of the
makers of our better
dresses, we are able to pre
sent authoritative Spring
styles with the expensive
fabrics, fine tailoring and
that extra detail found
only in dresses at $15 and
up.

SPRING 1932

HOW-DO you KNOW?
YOU HAVEN'T EEEN
IT YeT,"DOT.

Juvenile Suits, sizes 3, 4, 5,98c
3.00, 4.00, 5.00 values

Reductions in Every Department

THIS WEEK SPECIAL
All Summer and Winter Weight Underwear
NO . 15VT

X

20% Discount

GREGORYS
lagel on the
ISO* -

20 V

cisverc.
girl I

This is what one of America’s foremost

manufacturers says about it—

The NEW
Synchronized
Fabrics
Synchronized Silk Crepe
Charlotte, two fabrics,
silk and wool, exactly
matching each other, In
one dress, an effect never
before attained.
Tiffany Crepe, a beautiful
new weave, firm as a Can
ton with the very chic
dull, semi-sheerness that
is the most important
fabric-idea for 1932.

Save More by Sewing More
Heavy Printed Silks, yard $1.00

New Russian Cr pe, a lux
urious new rough silk.

The distinguished dress of
Canton Crepe enlivened by
Lame sleeves with shirred
fullness.

100 pieces 80 Square Percales, New Punjabs,
A. B. C.’s, etc, yard I 5c

Misses’ Sizes 12 to 20
Women’s Sizes 36 to 46
and 16 Ji to 2614

Fast Color Silk Finish Broadcloth, 19c

Sale of Kitchen Ware
“Federal” Made . .. Porcelain Enamel
Guaranteed All Firsts

COFFEE PERCOLATORS
6 QUART TEA KETTLES

10 QUART WATER PAILS
LARGE DOUBLE BOILERS

10 QUART DISH PANS
4 OR 6 QUART COVERED KETTLES
In Ivory

Remember—All Firsts
Green or Ivory

THIS SALE ONLY

WALLACE—At South Waldoboro. Jan
10, Irvin E. Wallace, aged 57 years, 10

each

months.

GREGORY’S

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
&SON, Inc.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE
i-tf

IT COOKS
L*ft-Ov*r«. Pet PUe, Spaghetti. Chicken Pie. Baked
Applee, Baked Beans. Coatarda, Baked Tomatoes.
Scalloped Potatoes, Macaroni. Etc.

IT COOLS & KEEPS
Butter. Baby Food, Berries. Mush. Stewed Fruita.
Sauces. Orarias, Hominy. Cola Slaw. Oysters. Jello.
All Left-Overs

X

Froian Dasaarta, Salada, Cottage Chaasa, Pastry*
Dough. Sandwiches. Cold Cuta. Freeh Meets, Smoked
Meets, Eggs, Vegetables, Ice Cubes, Etc.

PORCELAIN
ENAMEL

DIED

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all friends of the
late Helen M. Cummings of Union for
the many acts of kindness shown her
during her long Illness; also for the
beautiful floral tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul. Mr. and Mrs
Elmer Keene.

Cron and Whtt<-

SAUCE PANS

YOUNG-RICHABDS—At Camden. Jan
18. by Rev. Ralph H. Hayden. Robert
Young and Rita Richards, both of
Camden.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank those who contri
buted flowers and assisted us ln our re
cent bereavement.
T. J. Carroll. Mr. and Mrs H. M. Car
roll. Mr. and Mrs O. F. Smith and Mr
and Mrs. E. G. Colburn.

Pieces of the late
18th Century Staf-

grace pf rare old jn
|\Jew Motif fordshire potteries
china this NEW
. . . And the fore
Chateau dinner service pos
most American potter of un
sesses a remarkable strength derglaze china has given it the
which recommends it for long utmost practical value by pro
viding permanence to its print
and continued usage.
>and color.
The New Chateau is a modern
The preference of hostesses for
interpretation, in design and a dinner servee of such ex
shape, of some of the most quisite color and design
outstanding museum is quite pronounced."

FASHIONS NOW!

MARRIED

WATERMAN—At Veazie. Jan. 14. Eliza
A., widow of Orin Waterman, aged 82
/ years. 6 months, 15 days. Burial In
North Haven.
FOLLETT—At West Hartford. Conn
Jan. 19. Volney T. Follett, formerly of
Rockland, aged about 62 years. Burial
at Vinalhaven Friday.
DAVIS—At Rockport, Jan. 20. Isaac O.
Davis, formerly of Cushing, aged 64
years. 11 months. 14 days. Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock ln Rockport.
Burial ln Cushing.

$9.75

"Combining all the
artistic charm and

A public supper will be served by
members of St. Peter’s Choir Asso
ciation in the Undercroft of St.
Peter's Church Saturday Jan. 23—5 to
6.30 p. m. Price 35c. Menu: Baked
beans, cold meat, salad, rolls, cake
and coffee.—adv.
9-10

Youths’ Overcoats, $5.00

Service for 6

Rose.

A pre-Lenten retreat for the priests
of Kennebec and Penobscot Bay
clericas was held Monday and Tues
day at St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
under the direction of Rev. Benson
Harvey, canon of the Cathedral of
Mary and St. John, Manila. P. I.
s retreat began with evensong
vespers Monday. Tuesday morning
matins were held at 7.15, followed by
the Holy Eucharist, the remainder of
the day being spent in meditation and
devotions.
The retreat officially
closed at 3 p. m. Tuesday.

Men’s One-Pant Suits and Overcoats

32 Piece Set

This beautiful Neyv Chateau comes in either Blue or

BORN

Boys’ Reefers and Sport Coats, $3.50

It’s a Stock Pattern

each of these dresses is one!

KING—At South Hope. Jan. 15. to Mr
and Mrs. Omar Kkng. a daughter.

$10.00, $12.00, $15.00, $18.50, $25.00

Salem Heirloom

$9.50

Unless you use glass or wooden
rests under the casters or legs, furni
ture resting on linoleums may leave
permanent dent? or cut into it.

passed up.

NEW CHINA DEPARTMENT

We’re frankly out to
make a sensation!

TODAY ONLY

A coal laden barge is In the harbor,
Checker playing is having its usual j„■
waiting to be discharged for the Cen winter runs, with Joe Simonton,!
tral Maine Power company.
Prank Gardner, Charlie Lee and I
others sounding their challengers.
Rockland Commercial College gives
a dance at The Thorndike grill to
From Portland comes news of the
night at 8.30. Any former graduates
death of Henry Ooldthrup, who was
will be welcome.
some years ago employed as ma- '6
At the annual meeting of the John chinist by the Rockland' Machine Co.
Bird Co. Miss Belle Cullen who has
Twenty or more members of Kal
been with the company for several
years was elected treasurer to suc loch Class met Tuesday afternoon in
the Baptist parlors to tack a com
ceed the late E. M. Stubbs.
forter, and work on patchwork. A
Frank H. Smith of Plainfield, very nice supper was served with Mrs.
N. J., president of the Lawrence Fred Leach and Mrs. Herbert Maxey
Portland Cement Company, arrived in charge.
last night for an inspection of the
Thomaston plant, accompanied by
At the annual meeting of the New
James H. Ackerman.
England Veteran Firemen’s Associa
tion John F. Cutter of Newburyport
The meeting of Ruth Mayhew was reelected secretary and George
Tent D.U.V. Monday evening had a A. Sanford of Somerville, treasurer.
very interesting program presented A committee was appointed to confer
by Mrs. Mary Cooper, patriotic in with the directors of the Brockton
structor.
Mrs. Josephine Lothrop Fair, who have announced there
and Mrs. John Thomas were chair would be no muster at the Fair this
men of the supper. • Feb. 1st meeting year.
is to have a special patriotic program
to observe the anniversaries of George
A vigorous attempt is being made
Washington and Abraham Lincoln.
to revive Anderson Camp, Sons of
Union Veterans, which has had its
The lowest prices ever quoted on ups and downs the past quarter cen
mattresses, all grades and sizes, is tury. Past Department Commander
made on the floor samples now of Frank E. Small expects to be here for
fered by Stonington Furniture Co. that purpose Jan. 29, and Past De
Less than wholesale price.—adv.
partment Commander F. S. Philbrick
of the Grand Army is co-operating
Watch for them. The “Harlem Hot with him ln getting out a large at
Shots.”
8'tf
tendance.

of

-oot-thia IS AN

Bob Steele

Weather statistics show that the last
Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe is having seven Wednesdays have been stormy,
a week’s vacation from the Senter either rain or snow falling on each.
Crane store.
. R. E. Philbrick was in Portland
Mrs. Helen Maxey of Warren is yesterday, attending a meeting of ,
having a week’s vacation from the the Maine Independent Oil Dealers' W"
Association.
store of Fuller-Cobb-Davis.

LEMON SALE
HELLO. HAL'L

FRI.-SAT.

The new school board holds its Ini
tial meeting tonight.

IF YOU HAVEN’T ATTENDED
GREGORY’S SECOND ANNUAL

HOME TOWN HAL

Page Three

Food do., not con/ in |
conlaot until nutol I

(

COMPACT
ORDERLY
STORAGE

DURABLE, SANITARY
“Easy to clean as China"

CRANE
MONHEGAN
Capt. Walter Davis and Harvey
Cushman went to Friendship Thurs
day and returned Friday, bringing
a barrel of clams to sell on the
island, which were enjoyed by all
who were fortunate enough to ob
tain some.
Another pleasant time was the
verdict of all who wended their way to
the Community Club Saturday eve
ning. Many of the children were there
and a good number of older folks.
There is no special program ar
ranged for these affairs (which it is
hoped will occur once a week) .but
just a general get-together to enjoy
the old and new songs and music.
The girls put on a dance, and it
was a good time. Miss Sims was at
the piano, Mr. McClain the banjo,
and Natalie Brackett and Gladys
Hutchins handled the tambourines.

At one time it was a question which
would give out first. Nat’s elbow,
head, knee or tambourine, but all
came through well. Miss Sims was
unable to sing on account of a cold.
Steaming hot cocoa and cake were
served.
The latest thing to be added to the
collections recently found, such
as greens, butterflies, etc., is a bull
frog.
Word has been received from Mrs.
George Everett and daughter Helen,
that they are pleasantly located on
Beacon street, Boston, with the same
people they were with last winter.
Mrs. Everett also states she has sold
her painting of “Zinnias” which she
did last fail, and which was much
admired before she left here, just
after Christmas for Boston.
Work Is being completed on the In
terior of the cottage being built for
Miss Phyllis Browne of Rye, N. Y,

Miss Browne is a Rockland girl and
teaches in Rye, but has been to this
Island summers ever since a child
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs j
Archie Browne of Rockland.
Patchwork seems to be the order
of the day Just now.
The sewing circle meets every |
Wednesday afternoon at Harbor
Rocks Studio. Everybody welcome, j
so bring out that luncheon cloth, or
that pair of pillow slips, or what have
you, that you Intended finishing so
long ago, but just didn't, and be
present.
A new derrick has been installed
on the wharf. It ls not finished as
yet. as it still lacks the tackle. When
completed. It will be of much benefit
to the fishermen, also the mail boat.

WITH THE BOWLERS

The Thomaston team bouncl
back into the ring Tuesday nig"
and scooped five points at the
pense of’ the haughty 'Bur
Smalley had high string (111) a J
was 11 points to the good on hiJ
total. The summary:
Thomaston—Smalley, 316: You
292; Hinckley. 269: Shields. 305; NeJ
bert, 266; total, 1448.
Burpee Furniture—Gross, 236: Cam|
bell, 279: Nye. 275; Lawry,
Beaton, 261; total. 1372.
♦ * • *
A.&P. took five points from Gq
Refining last night in a score of 13
to 1325. Just by way of retributij
the Federals took five points fr
A.&P. in a 1457 to 1311 score.
Quite Likely —When wet take
Watch for them. The "Harlem Hot tour —Sign on a Minnesota
Shots."
8-tf
Highway.
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NORTH HAVEN

RIDE CONTROL, RUBBER CUSHIONING
AND LONGER WHEELBASE

GIVE

PONTIAC RIDING COMFORT

With Ride Control — the newest development — you adjust shock absorber action to rough

or smooth roads, by touching a button on the dash. Then, there is rubber cushioning at 47

chassis points — a remarkably complete system which insulates the motor and other mechan
ical units from the frame, and the frame from the body. The long wheelbase assures

road • steadiness, and the enclosed, self-lubricating springs further promote easy riding.

chief of

□

values...

Pontiac offers these

important developments

at no extra cost.
SYNCRO-MESH

■

NEW PONTIAC SIX
Brings the important Developments
of the Year to the Low-Price Field
AU through Pontiac you find important advantages
. .. Ride Control, Syncro-Mesh transmission, a quiet
second gear, and free wheeling ... at no extra cost!
Pontiac’s powerful motor, further improved and
refined, offers flashing pick-up and top speed. Yet you
use no more fuel than in cars built for economy alone.

QUIET SECOND

■

FREE WHEELING

■
RIDE CONTROL

Fisher craftsmen have provided beauty of design,
and true luxury in finish and appointments. See
the new Pontiac—let us give you a demonstration.
G. M. A. C. time payment plan available if desired.

■
LONGER WHEELBASE

■
INCREASED POWER AND HIGH SPEED

■

NEW PONTIAC V-8
Offers the Distinction of V-8 Per
formance at a List Price under s850

SOUTH WALDOBORO

[ Mrs.
Warm weather with frost coming'..
, Austin
... . Winchenbach
.
. spent 1
out of the ground has made the roads M°nday
her
in nlaces upon the island badly rut- j a.nd Mrs' George Pottle at Priendted.
snlp*
Ice harvesters are getting someMiss Frances Crowell of the village
what anxious about their next sum- was, weekend guest at A. J. Genthmer's supply.
, net’s.
Argyle McDonald returned Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Freeman of
from a trip to Boston.
1 Foxboro, Mass., have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson and Mrs. Sadie Simmons for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. William L-obley are at- I Mrs. Percy Miller of East Waldotending the Auto Show in Portland boro is with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
this week.
e. R. Burns.
Mervin Snow and I. A. Grant each j Mrs Charles Wallace is ill.
have a new radio.
Mrs. David Osier and daughter of |
Mrs. Ethel Howard has returned Waterville were Sunday visitors with
1 home after caring for Mrs. Lucy „ E„ w ,,
I
I Carver for six weeks. Mrs. Brown of M EU W 11 ’
Mrs.
Alfred
Davis
visited
Mr.
and
j
Vinalhaven is there now as nurse,
j Mrs. Carver is still confined to her Mrs. Martin Collomore Monday.
Mrs. Sadie Flanders and daughter 1
bed and at present is afflicted with a
Anna were guests Sunday of Mrs. i
! grippe cold.
Hugh Parsons is a victim of grippe. Bert Brazier.
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union is
Mrs. Lettie Thurston is very ill.
Norman Ladd is staying with E. S. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collo
more.
' Piper.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Freeman
Evge are lew in price, the farmers
ar.d Mrs. Sadie Simmons were Rock
I getting 29 cents per dozen.
The fresh pond is again nearly land visitors Monday.
Rev. and Mrs. T. H. Fernald are
’ clear of ice.
Argyle McDonald and Joseph Bel enjoying a new radio.
• • • •
more have new Chevrolet automoIrvin E. Wallace
! biles.
i There were about 45 members presThis community felt keen sorrow1
I erit at the Grange last meeting. in the tragic death of Irvin E. Wal
] After an interesting program games lace. a life-long resident of this place
were played by the younger members. and always interested in its welfare
Florent Arey is away on a vaca- Especially was he solicitous of the
, tion.
sick and aged, and when any were
Miss Addle Carvpr is spending the afflicted he was always at hand,
winter at Kearsarge Hall. North ready to lend any aid that was in
, Conway, N. H.
1 bis power to give. His health had
Mrs. Burdis Brown returned on the not been good for the last few years
i North Haven Monday after spending and the serious nature of his disease
{the weekend in Rockland.
; was a constant worry. His nervous
Mrs Lester Stone was in Rockland 1 condition gave way, causing him to
Tuesday on business.
j take his own life.
Friday night the Grange has a speRev. George B. Davis of Aina held
I cial program with installation.
I the last rites at the home WednesLerov Pierce who has been ill for day of last week, and in his disseveral days is reported to be im- course spoke of the high esteem in
proving.
which the community held Mr. WalYoung people of the church are lace. A large number gathered to
engaged in an information contest pay their last respects. Not only will
upon the Gosuel bv Mark.
jjr. Wallace be missed in his home
Tire Ladies' Guild held an enjoy- town, but by the colony of summer
able meeting at the church Tuesday people at Friendship where for the
! afternoon.
Refreshments
were last 30 years he had catered and sold
servetL
provisions. The only near relative is
• • * •
a nephew. Clarence Eugley of WalAn Old Time Building Bee
doboro. There are several cousins.
In the early days it was character- T!e local pastor. Rev. T. H. Fernald.
istic of New England settlements for \Jeiled prayer and Interment was in
all the neighbors and friends to rally *“e
a' Sweetland cemetery,
j round each other and in the erec
tion of a dwelling or barn stand by
PORT CLYDE
and lend a helping hand. A revival
[ of this old time building bee took
Mrs. Nellie Boyles and Miss Abbie
place Tuesdav when a group assem Walsh of Cambridge, Mass., and Miss
bled to give Emery Wooster Jr. a lift May Clark of East Boston were in I
in the erection of a dwelling, upon town to attend the funeral of Melthe lot of land recently purchased vin H. Jones.
from Will Dole. What was brought
The supper given in the library to
to pass evidences again the adage raise money to pay for the street
Many hands make light work. In: lights was well attended and a good
an incredibly short time the pile ofj sum netted
i srjasa & rss? -sffnjsxsr* y ~

'iyasyslsy* *

»• |

I and window frames in.
GREATER ECONOMY
Mrs. Ethel Coffin and son Joseph
At noon time a fine dinner was
■
I 'erved the builders at the home of have returned from a visit in Cam
Emerv Wooster Sr., prepared by Mrs bridge, Mass.
NEW, ROOMIER FISHER BODIES
V-Eight motors have been identified with the
Special meetings will continue this
’Vooster assisted by Mrs. Lester
■
Greenlaw. Those co-operating in this week at the Baptist Church, con
world's finest cars. Now Pontiac V-8 offers this
, fine piece of neighborly kindness were ducted by Rev. F. W. Barton of Ten
RUBBER CUSHIONING
brilliance and reliability at moderate cost.
I Mr. Butler. Lester Greenlaw, May ant’s Harbor.
AT 47 CHASSIS POINTS
nard Greenlaw. Frank Beverage, Ray 1 At the Baptist Chapel, Rev. Milton
■
If you have owned smaller cars, the Pontiac V-8 wiU
Beverage, Robert Beverage, Alton R. Kerr, pastor: Sunday at 3 o’clock
I Calderwood, Edw. York. James Tab- topic, ‘’Divine Encouragement;” read
ENCLOSED SPRINGS
enable you to advance all your motoring standards
1 butt. Emery Wooster Jr., Franz Mills I Isaiah 4. Junior Church; Sunday
■
without gteatly increasing your expenditure. If you
I and H. F. Huse.
' Schocl at 2. Each side must keep up
The foreman of the job was Mr.' attendance if they expect to win. In
RIDING COMFORT
are accustomed to driving expensive cars, Pontiac
Butler. The behind-man the minis- the evening there will be a baptism at
■
V-8 will give you most of the same advantages at
ter. Notwithstanding all the golden Thomaston Baptist Church. The bus
FULL PRESSURE LUBRICATION
rules in evidence Mr. Tabbutt couldn’t will leave the chapel about 6.15 and
far lower cost. . . See the new Pontiac V-8 at your
seem to find a rule when he wanted< the juniors will be welcome to go.
earliest opportunity.
one. The weather was ideal and ev Thursday at 7, midweek service and
erybody had a good time. Young choir rehearsal. Everyone is wel
Emery and Eleanor are very appre come at these services.
* • * *
ciative of what has been done and
thank each one for thir part in it and
Melvin
H. Jones
especially Mr. Greenlaw who start
Funeral services for Melvin H.
ed this move.
Jones who died Jan. 13 at the Unit- I
* * • •
ed States Veterans’ Hospital in Bed
Mrs. Eliza A, Waterman
ford, Mass., were held Sunday after- i
Sunday afternoon in the new noon at the home of his parents Mr.
VALUE
MOTORS
GENERAL
OUTSTANDING
A N
church funeral services were held and Mrs. Charles Jones.
for Mrs. Eliza A. Waterman, whose
Deceased was the first man to en
death took place at Veazie, Jan. 14, list from this district to serve in the
after a few weeks’ illness. Mrs. World War and as a result he suf
Waterman was the daughter of John fered a break down from which he
and Susan (Fernald) Wooster, and never recovered, and for several years
was bom at North Haven June 29,j he had been a patient at the veterans’
TOO
LATE
A BACKWARD LOOK
1849. At the time of her death she | hospital.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
was in her 83d year. When she was j Mr. Jones leaves a wife, formerly
Tomorrow,
he
promised
his
consci

Port Clyder Recalls the Days That
14 her parents moved to Camden, j Miss Fannie McCarthy of Cambridge,
ence.
Used To Be Down In That NeighTomorrow, I mean to be good;
and there she married. In 1895 she , an<i three children, also his father
Tomorrow I’ll think as I ought to—
,
borhood
returned to North Haven, and in a and mother Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Tomorre r. I’ll do as I should.
second marriage became Mrs. Orin Jones of this place and several
Tomorrow. I'll conquer that habit,
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Waterman. From 1929 until the cousins. The funeral services were
Tomorrow, I’ll drive if away.
But softly his conscience repeated
"O for the days when we were
time of her death she had her home attended by a large number of friends
Qne word, and one only—"Today.’’
in Veazie. cared for thoughtfully and and relatives, Rev. Milton Kerr offi
young"—that seems to come to me
lovingly by her daughter Miss ciating, assisted by Rev. John Hol
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
“Tomorrow,” he always was saying.
often as it hung in the kitchen at
Thus day after day it went on.
Georgia Harkness.
man. Mrs. Kerr sang “Beautiful Isle
the old home for some years; and
Resolves that were ever before him,
Prayers were said at the Veazie of Somewhere.” The floral tributes
IVIAN BURNETT in all proba
Like
visions,
had
faded
and
gone,
it comes to me more as I think of
home by Rev. Mr. Harvey of Orono were beautiful.
Till Time, in its passing, had written
bility was never guilty of wear
A message of fate on his brow,
The firing squad of American Le
ing a short-trousered, black velvet old Darby and Joan—O for the days And Death from his shadow came and Saturday the remains were
brought to North Haven for services gion of Rockland attended in a body
creeping,
suit with a big white collar, and when we were young. Reminds me
and burial here. Besides the daugh and military services were held at the
With bitterest syllable—“Now!”
surely he detested long curls and of those days when there was some
Walter Griffin.
ter Miss Georgia, Mrs. Waterman is grave. Interment was in the Glenwide brimmed hats with streamers thing doing at Tenant’s Harbor—
survived by a son, Orris Harkness of mere cemetery.
as much as any of the numerous fleet of coasters to Calais, Bangor,
Celeria, or knob celery, is available veazie. Five brothers of the de
New
York,
Boston;
that
smell
of
tar;
seven-year olds who did wear them.
in summer time and is very accept- J ceased are living, two in California;
Nevertheless, it was Vivian Burnett when you could see the workmen able when stalk celery is hard to get. a sister in Camden; a half brother
who was responsible for this amaz going home with bundles of chips It is pared and sliced, like turnips or and two half sisters; and two grand
carrots, and cooked in a small children. Mrs. Waterman is remem
EAGER TO TELL
ing juvenile fashion some years ago. under their arms for tha fire.
“P P. Robinson, Blacksmith” over quantity of water and seasoned with bered in North Haven as a woman of
; For it was he who inspired his
the shop in the middle to the saddle butter or cream. It also makes an fine character. The sympathy of the
ABOUT HER
mother, Frances Hodgson Burnett, boards. I can see it plainly; gospel excellent addition to potato salad.
community goes out to the daugh
' to write the book that set this style, shop also, Head House and all of
STOMACH
ter and son, and all in the ties of
1 “Little Lord Fauntleroy,” and the I them show up in my mind. Busy
kinship and acquaintance. Services
, quaint ways, the sweetly candid —I should say so. Shipyard where
were conducted by Rev. H. F. Huse
’ eyes, the friendly, kind little heart quite a number of schooners were
and burial was in the Brown ceme
“I want to tell
that endeared Its small hero to all i built, some at Martinsville, Hilt’s
tery.
others about mv
Point, a brig at Turkey Cove, a bark
readers, were Vivlan’3.
experience with
Mr. Burnett tells the story In ttiis B. Fountain up to Wiley Cove. On
Pape’s Diapep
TENANT'S HARBOR
own hook, “The Romantic Lady,” a j the yoad to Maker Point you might
sin,” says Airs.
Counterfeit Aspirin!
i biography of his famous mother. “I | get a look at the Otis paving works.
B. Eastman, 1200
| shall write a hook about an Amer- Watts had a grist mill so I have
Friends of Mrs. Nellie MacKenzie
California St.,
heard.
The
Henry
Gibbs
once
re

learned with regret of her recent
1 lean boy with aristocratic English
Denver, Colo.
HOUSANDS of boxes of
paired
in
that
cove;
they
might
have
accident, when she injured her leg
“I tried a lot
connections." Mrs. Burnett ex burned lime there. My grandfather
counterfeit aspirin have
of things for
claimed one day. “and Vivian shall has told me the remains of a kiln
been put on the market. by running into an iron hese in the
my indigestion,
hallway of her home. Mrs. Mac
be he. Uttle Lord Something or might still be there, close to the
Watch out. Take no chances
but none of them
Kenzie is now able to be around on
other. What a pretty title'. Little windfalls, as we called it when I was
and flatly refuse to accept
did any good.
crutches for a short time each day.
Lord —. what Lord — what?” A a boy. I have played there a good
any box not marked “Genuine
Then a friend
The writer is confident that she
day later she had written on a slip many times. Capt. Samuel Davis,
Bayer Aspirin.”Don’t put any
persuaded me to
voices the general sentiment of this
of paper still preserved, "Little Lord gunsmith—Sam dug a log out the
tablet not marked “Bayer”
community by saying that everyone take a few tablets of this wonderful
Fauntleroy" ten times in a column, mud and rocks, sawed it up in bot
in your stomach. Tell your
here, young and old, send best wishes preparation.
“Now I even cat cabbage without
as though testing out its appear tom boards. What gunsmith Sam
family and your friends of
straight from the heart to one who
couldn't do. I should like to see the
this. Refuse any preparation
ance and sound.
is loved and respected by all. Mrs. any distress afterwards. It used to
real suffering. I am not nearly
Nobody knows just why she chose one who could.
offered you as the “same” or
MacKenzie’s address is Brooklawn cause
so nervous as I used to be; feel much
There were a lot of sailing vessels
Fauntleroy. though it is a common
“like” Genuine Bayer Aspirin.
Park, Bridgeport, Conn.
stronger and better in every way.”
At the meeting of Naomi Chapter,
enough English name. Indeed, short In those days, Van Buren, Jane Fish
Demand and accept only this box,
A medicine must have real merit
F. Nelson are the first I think of. J.
O.E.S., Friday evening, the degrees to bring forth enthusiastic state
ly after the book was published, one B. MacAdams, captain, Dunbar Wil
thia “Bayer” marked tablet
were conferred upon Ada Margaret ments like this. And when not one,
man, quite unknown to her, wrote lard took the wheel—nice captain at:
Reid. Refreshments were served and but hundreds, even thousands, are
Mrs. Burnett ask f ng just why she that; steamer Alliance—I think they
a social time enjoyed. Installation telling the same story of success,
'had chosen his name!
had quite a row on the wharf once, |
of officers takes place Friday evening there seems no reason to doubt the
((&. 183L Western Newspaper Union.)
John Fuller might give light on those ]
of this week.
day-in and day-out reliability of
old-time riots.
Pape
an ’s Diapepsin to help stomach
I have all sorts of relics and stones.
Baker and Raskob look to us like ‘ sufferers,
Sun Bathers Blinded.—The Naval
Patched coats without any stitches;
a well-balanced and logical Demo- j These harmless, candy-like tablets
A portion of Gulliver's bones.
Observatory said the comet, a ball of
cratic ticket. Mr. Raskob, of course, relieve the heartburn, nausea, gas,
Pair of Pat’s old leather britches.
white-hot gas, speeding at 100 miles
providing the dough. —Boston Her-I belching, headaches, dizziness and
Novis Homo.
DOES NOT HARM THE HEART
per second, probably was not visible
aid,
other symptoms of indigestion.
Port Clyde.
to the naked.—New York American.

C. W. HOPKINS

712 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

NEW PONTIAC SIXES AND V-EIGHTS

Who was Who?

V

TAKECARE!

T

VINALHAVEN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
2

1

3

!9

7

IO

1 12

II
IM

13

lb

is

w

17

$$$$
25

.'■» 1

27

1

30

29

Jh

5T" 3b 37

J

35

45

MM

45

49

52

w
53 I 54

w
58

S'

W 28
32

31

33

43

19

IB

W
23

t. 22

ii

20

2M

b

5

4

59

MO

Mb

hl

55
fao

bl

35- Casters
39-To scatter things
carelessly
43- Even (Poet.)
44- Mar:time distress
signal
46- Atmosphere
47- A thoroughfare
(abbr.)

b'2

1

tb

b5

34- Aet

W st

1

•

HORIZONTAL
1-Fright
5-A portico
(Gr. Arch.)
9-A flat bottomed
freight boat
10-Jumps
12-Gentle-woman
13- A church holiday
15- Enclosure
16- Raw metal
18-A lick
20- Narrow
thoroughfare
21- Snares
23- Sanctuary (Arch.)
24- Point of compass
(abbr.)
25- Drunkard
26- Japartese coin
28- 102 (Roman)
29-To subtract
31-More bitter
33- Very

M2

47

♦

bM

(A

Ml

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-lmplored
17-Egyptian sun-god
19-Couple
21- Small child
22- Clique
25-Natives of Scotland
27-The lowest possible
point
30-Employ
32-Decay
35-An order of
mammals
35-Restrains
37- Marked by fraud
38- A descendant
39- Recline
VERTICAL
40- Small candle*
41- Equalizes
1- Hobby
42- Sever
2- lreland (Poet.)
45- Ssrious
3- A century
4- A refuge
46- A flower (pi.)
5- Slumbers
50-Musical note
6- A beverage
53-Part of a ship
7- A kiln for drying
55-A king who make*
hops
Gudrun his wife
8- Skilful
(Scan. Myth.)
9- Banished
58- Joined
11- Choose
59- Lord Lieutenant of
12- Let
Ireland (abbr.)
14-A Chinese plant,
whose fiber is used 61-lnsect egg
in place of cotton 62-Ever (PoeL)

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
48- A slight altercation
49- The Scandinavian
people
51- Ajar
52- Curious scraps of
literature
54-Permit
56- Final
57- Unpretentious
60-Penetrates
63- Kingdom
64- lrritates
65- Trinity (abbr.)
66- Agitate

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

HOPE

The Mother and Daughter Club
will meet with Mrs. Harry Coombs
Thursday evening at her home on
High street.
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge was hostess
to the Needlecraft Club Wednesday
evening.
Mrs. Fred Lawry visited Rockland
Tuesday.*
The American Legion will hold a
dance in Red Men’s hall Saturday
night with music by the Fakers.
Pine Cone Troop, Girl Scouts, met
Wednesday night with Miss Doris
Clifford at Union Church parsonage.
Mrs. H. A. Townsend has returned
from several weeks’ visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Warren re
turned Monday from Kennebunk.
Canton Vinalhaven will hold in
stallation of officers Friday evening
at Odd Fellows hall.
Miss Doris Clifford returned Mon
day from a week's visit in Rockland.
Henry Gross returned Tuesday
from Stonington.
Successful Installation
The officers of Marguerite Chap
ter, O.E.S., were installed Monday
evening by Past Matron Marie Teele,
assisted by Past Matrons Beulah
Drew as marshal and Allie F. Lane as
pianist, and Gertrude Hall as chap
lain. Officers for the coming year
are: Cora Peterson, worthy matron;
Edward A. Smalley, worthy patron;
Eleanor Gregory, associate matron;
Curtis Webster, associate patron;
MaryL. Arey, secretary; Lena David
son, treasurer; Madeline Smith, con
ductress; Elizabeth Ross, associate
conductress; Nellie Williams, Adah;
Agnes Smalley, Ruth; Nina Ames,
Esther; Lucille Carver, Martha; Le
ola Smith, Electa; Nellie Wilson,
chaplain; Beulah Drew, marshal;
Ola Ames, pianist; Marie Teele,
warder; Frank Rossiter, sentinel.
At the close of the ceremonies the
new worthy matron presented the
customary jewel to the retiring
matron, Hilma Webster, and the new
patron, Mr. Smalley, presented a gift
to C. L. Boman, retiring. Then a sur
prise was given Mrs. Peterson when
a beautiful gift sent from her brother
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Ab
bott of Quincy, Mass., who are also
Eastern Star members, was present
ed by Mrs. Webster. Speeches were
made by several past officers, also
by a visiting member, E. Mont Perry
of Golden Rod Chapter of Rockland.
Interspersed with the ceremonies
were vocal solos by Blanche Hamilton
Kittredge and Gertrude Kessel Sel
lars, and a reading by Florence Guil
ford. Mrs. Christina Christie per
formed the ceremony of installing
Marie Teele as warder. A banquet was
served by a committee comprising
Kitty Webster, Rebecca Arey, Sarah
Colson and Rosa Mathieson, About
80 were present.
• • • •

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brown en
tertained at cards one night last
week. Those present were Miss Alice
Morton, Miss
Lauretta
Rioux,
V
T u|n| 1 s
Charles Brown, Wendell Payson and
mHp 0 L e:
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig. Ice
At Pleasant River Grange
I cream and cake were served.
a E
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. True held a
G
M c T E
The old-time enthusiasm that of
I public whist party Friday evening late has not been shown in the fra
1 at their home for the benefit of the ternities in many localities was evi
street lights. Nine tables were in dent last Friday evening when about
play. Refreshments were served. 50 good Patrons of Husbandry as
Another of these parties will be held sembled at the hall of Pleasant
soon.
,iver Grange to witness the installa
Hope Grange held a meeting in the tion ceremonies. After a day of rain
hall last Saturday night. An appli the roads were in a very hard condi
cation for membership was received. tion, and many of the members
SOUTH WARREN
The next meeting will be Jan. 23, really made an effort to be present,
Mrs. Rosa Cutting, Mrs. Nettie when dinner will be served at noon especially those who lived in the out
Copeland. Mrs. Mina Rines and Mrs. and the first and second degrees con skirts and were on the official ijst
to be installed. Past Master D. A.
Martha Kelloch attended the Farm ferred.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hardy with I Gross acted as installing officer and
Bureau meeting in Warren Tuesday.
several
other
members
of
Hope
was letter perfect in giving the
John Jordan of Portland is visit
Grange attended the installation of lengthy ritual.
Beulah Gilchrist
ing his aunt Mrs. Anne Bucklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page, Mr. and officers at Tranquility Grange. Lin acted as marshal, assisted by Annie
Mrs. Jesse Mills, Mrs. Rose Marshall, colnville. A fine time was reported. L. Geary and Leola B. Smith as
aides.
Mrs. Martha Kelloch and Mrs. Mina
Rines attended the installation at
These officers were installed for
NORTH HOPE
Pioneer Grange Tuesday evening and
the ensuing year: Master, Curtis M.
report a fine time.
The Hilltop Club and sewing circle Webster; overseer, Theron E. Smith;
Mrs. M. P. Jordan of Rockland is met Saturday afternoon and evening lecturer, Winnie C. Ames; steward,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. K. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kenneth R. Webster; assistant stew
Jordan.
Hall. Aprons, towels and other sew ard, George W. Geary; chaplain,
Mrs. Charles Maxcv and daughter ing occupied the afternoon and all Addle M. Bucklin; treasurer, Edward
Katherine have gone to Portland. Mr. the usual features of these delightful A. Smalley; secretary, C. Meservey F.
Maxey has employment with the gatherings were enjoyed. There Ames;
gate keeper, Elmer Z.
Standard Oil Co. in that city and they were 36 present.
Coombs; Ceres, Ella E. Ames; Po
will take up their residence there.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry were mona, Annie R. Kittredge; Flora,
callers Monday evening at Willow- Violet Baum; lady assistant steward,
Brook.
Alta L. Hildings. Music for the in
MARTINSVILLE
Miss Therese Sherman who is stallation and the dance that fol
At the Ridge Church, Rev. Milton
R. Kerr, pastor: Sunday at 10.30. teaching here and boarding at W. E. lowed was furnished by Mr. and Mrs.
topic. “Woe Unto the Wicked;” read Hall’s was with her parents in Cam Smalley. Several vocal selections
were rendered by W. C. Kossuth and
Isaiah 3. Junior Church; Sunday den Sunday.
Miss Gladys Bennett who was op Marie Teele. At intermission one of
School at 11.45. At 7 o'clock, service
at Thomaston Baptist Church, with erated on at Knox Hospital two the finest scallop stews ever eatenbaptism. Wednesday at 7, prayer and weeks ago is now gaining, but not yet was served and everyone reported it a
praise service and choir rehearsal able to sit up. Her friends and fine time.
Everyone is welcome at these services. neighbors wish for her a speedy and
thorough recovery.
WHITE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose of SeareOUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
mont were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Mills of Rockland was
Mrs. A. I. Perry Sunday.
at White Head over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews and
daughter Kay were overnight guests
in this place Friday.
The coast guard cable boat, A. B.
Nine, arrived here recently after
cable for the coast guard telephones
at Portsmouth. She will come again
Soon to work on the lines here.
Clifford Elwell accompanied by
Mrs. Elwell spent his day leave in
Rockland Saturday.
Berwin Kent of Jonesport is pass
ing the winter at Frank Alley’s at
the Lighthouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall were
Rockland visitors Friday.
Robert Williams, coast guard, has
been on a short furlough.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams who were
recently married are receiving con
gratulations from their friends.
Freeman Beale, BM., of the coast
guard is on a furlough at his home at
Spruce Head.
L. B. Beale. MM., leaves this week
on a 48-hour furlough which he
plans to spend in Millbridge and
— With Casforia's regulation Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Lowe, Chester
When your child tosses and cries Wall and their guest Edmund Evans
out in his sleep, it means he is not motored to Rockland for the day
comfortable. Very often the trouble Saturday.
is that poisonous waste matter is not
being carried off as it should be.
friendship
Bowels need help—mild, gentle help
—but effective. Just the kind Cas
toria gives. Castoria is a pure vege
Granville T. Brow made a business
table preparation made specially for trip Monday to Portland.
children’s ailments. It contains no
Mr, and Mrs. Emerson Simmons
OUT OF THE PICTURE
harsh, harmful drugs, no narcotics. have been visiting relatives in Bre
Don’t let your child’s rest—and your men.
This looks like a snapshot pic
own—be interrupted. A prompt dose
Schools are closed, for the reture that Frank took of Helen.
of Castoria will urge stubborn little mainder of the week due to the
You could see Helen all right,
bowels to act. Then relaxed comfort prevalence of griope among the
but 'that she was doing was
and restful sleep 1 Genuine Castoria pupils.
quite a nddle. However, if you
always has the name:
“Only the Brave" will be the west
want to see what Helen of this
ern feature at the Playhouse Jan. 23.
picture is carrying in her hand,
The men of the Methodist Church
will superintend a lobster stew sup
take a pencil and join all the
per in the vestry Friday evening.
numbered dots together, starting
CASTORIA The
proceeds will be used towards
with dot number one and ending
paying for the furnace. The public
with dot number twenty-nine.
CHILDREN CRY FOR IT
is cordially invited;

RESTFUL SLEEP

for FRETFUL,

FEVERISH CHILD

SEARSMONT
Miss Edna Bickford of Damaris
cotta and Searsmont was weekend
guest of Miss Alice Higgins.

a $ te st
and most
exclusive
train!

LsaULL C h i et
A distinctive train—carrying on
every trip across the continent a
distinguished group of travelers
who appreciate its time saving
schedule, its suave, smooth service
and famous food.

After California—Hawaii.

Make your Pullman reservations early

S.

CARLSON, Dlst. Pass. Agent
SANTA I E KY.

212 Old South Blilg.
BOSTON, MASS.
Phones: Liberty 7944 and 7945

wyWffiwtwjcZfr

Florida
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel

Convenient to alt point* of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel
Many room* with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and First Ave.
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $8 00 dally
on
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Application

Booklet

H H. Masb
Manager

(Jut* »

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

On Biscayne Bay
MIAMI. FLORIDA
where

floors

of

luxurious comfort

modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more
ample measure
smart

living.

of happiness to

Convenient to every
Biscayne Room

important attraction in

the

greater

area.

or American Plan
Win. M. Gale, Manager

:

ATW a

WC

KAY ‘ifO

WIKHU I'*'?*

ORFF’S CORNER
The Boys' 4-H Club met at the
home of the local leader Albert Elwell
Friday evening. Couhty Agent Went
worth, County Club Leader Miss
Spcarin and Assistant State Club
Leader Miss Brown of Orono were
present. Mr. Wentworth showed film
strips and talked to the boys on for
estry, also on garden insects and their
extermination. Miss Spearin and
Miss Brown also gave items of inter
est in club work. There were eight
boys present.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver and
daughter Frances, Mrs. Laura Weaver
and Evelyn Ralph were in Rockland
Sunday.
Mrs. Evie Studley and Mrs. Helen
Carlson, W.C.T.U. workers were call
ing here Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
Mrs. Nora Ludwig of Gardiner were
here Saturday calling on relatives.
The many friends of Mrs. Minnie
Earle of Auburn are sorry to hear
that she Is ill at the home of her son
in Massachusetts.
The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs. Mar
jorie Ralph Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Irene Sprague of Winslow
Mills spent Thursday with Mrs. Ada
Elwell.

OFF FOR WINTER-PROOF
TESTS where no car has ever
been before! Note snow-tractor
rig needed in Hudson Hay country.

STARTS

October)

COLUMBUS
HOTEL

Sixteen

EXTREME COLD WEATHER TESTS PROVE

New Officers Take Chairs
The annual installation of Rose
wood Chapter, O.E.S., was held in
Masonic hall Saturday evening. Of
ficers for the ensuing year were in
stalled by Past Matron Nettie Marriner, assisted by Past Matrons Mattie Hook as marshal, Mabel Cobb as
chaplain, and Lilia Miller as organ
ist, as follows: Julia Levenseller,
worthy matron; John Levenseller,
worthy patron; Leola Clement, asso
ciate matron; Elliott Clement, asso
ciate patron; Harold Cobb, secre
tary; Lilia Miller, treasurer; Ethel
Higgins, conductress; Abbie Bryant,
associate conductress; Fred Marriner, chaplain; Grace Higgins, mar
shal: Sarah Drummond, organist;
Susie Hook, Adah; Marie Mehuren,
Ruth; Mabel Cobb, Esther; Ada
Morton, Martha; Alberta Morse,
Electa; Mildred Hemenway, warder;
Charles Hemenway, sentinel. At suit
able intervals during the exercises
a pleasing program was given, with
vocal solos by Mrs. E. C. Gallop and
readings by Miss Hutchins, Mrs.
Everett Hook and Mrs. Samuel Hig
gins. After the installation cere
monies remarks were made by Rev.
Mr. Barnard and Mr. and Mrs. Rummell, Mrs. Knight and Miss Knowl
ton. At the close of the meeting all
marched to the banquet hall, where
a delicious supper was served.

The Chief will carry a special
Phoenix Pullman this winter.

t
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F.very-Other-Day

Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay:
front Park ai.u
the Atlantic Ocean.

30% QUICKER!

APPLETON RIDGE
Joseph Moody has bought the house
formerly owned by the late Annie
McLain and after some repairs he
and his bride will occupy it.
Victory day was observed at the
Baptist Church Sunday morning with
an appropriate sermon by the pastor,
Rev. Louis E. Watson, and a solo,
"Stand Loyally" by Chrystal L.
Stanley.
The missionary meeting was held
at the home of Mrs. Blanche David
son Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Addie Robbins, Misses Muriel
Robbins, Faustina Brown and Julia
Brown and Harold Brown have
moved to the Taylor house at the
village to be nearer the school
through the hard traveling.
Aubrey Fuller who has been quite
ill is better.

Tests certified by the Canadian

started 30% quicker than leading com
petitive gasolines!

Automobile Association 16

Socony De-waxed Motor Oil —

Degrees from Arctic Circle . ..

even in this cold climate—flowed free

NCE MORE ... Socony demonstrates

ly and gave instant lubrication. And

its leadership in service to motorists.

Socony Winter Gearcote required as

O

To prove its products again under severest

little as eight pounds pull

PLEASANT POINT

winter conditions, Socony engineers went to

gears.

The young people of this place are
rehearsing a play which they are to
give in the schoolhouse next month.
Mr. jmd Mrs. W. G. Maloney are
spending the winter with their
daughter Mrs. Weston Young in
Thomaston.
Marion Coombs, Grace Moran and
Edith Maloney walked to Friendship
village Sunday and attended service
at the Advent Church.
The many friends in this place of
Mrs. T. J. Carroll of East Warren
were shocked to hear of her sudden
death last Friday morning. Mrs.
Carroll was before her marriage Miss
Clara Calderwood of Union and had.
taught school at South Cushing"
where she made many friends. Much
sympathy is extended to the bereaved
family.

Moose Factory and Cochrane in Northern

Quicker starting,

Ontario, Canada . . . close to the shores of

te

Hudson Bay ... to a land of snow and ice

so far beyond any highways that the test cars
had to be taken in on a temporary single-

instant

to

shift

lubrica

tion, easier gear shifting are only three

of the things you get from Socony’s

SOCONY

track railroad.

new 7-Point Service to Winter-proof

your car. Drive into a Socony dealer’s,
garage or service station. Let a Socony

There, in tests certified by the Tests and

man go to work, giving you all the

Contests Board of the Canadian Automobile

important services your car needs in

Association, Socony proved its leadership. It

winter. Do it today.

DEER ISLE

Jn i/our vacation pians.
On the Gulf of Mexico, 80 miles south
of Tampa on the Tamiami Motor Trail.
Golf — Fishing — Bathing.

HOTEL

PARK VIEW

Spanish style, new, each room with pri
vate bath, twin beds and steam heat.
Fresh fish from the Gulf also vegetables,
poultry, fruit and strawberries from our
own farm served every day.

Radical reductions in rates:

American Plan $ 9.00 Daily Double
American Plan $50.00 Weekly Double
SAN

MARCO

HOTEL

(under same management—
European Plan)

® All rooms with private bath, twin beds,
steam heat,
$ 2.50 Daily Double
$14.00 Weekly Double
Popular priced restaurant maintained.
An economical way of spending the win
ter in the tropics.
Florida's famous sunshine dwells in
Venice.
Booklet sent free
F&ED J. FULLER, Proprietor.

Mrs. George L. Hardy Is In Ston
ington caring for her daughter Mrs.
Grover Stinson, who Is very ill.
Mrs. Charlena Lowe returned from
Boston Thursday.
Capt. Samuel T. Lowe of Tenant’s
Harbor is spending a few days at the
old Lowe homestead.
Charles Hutchinson is recovering
from an attack of grippe at the home
of Mrs. Laura Damon.
Mrs. Lucia Ellis was quite ill the
past week but is now improving.
Miss Ilean Barbour is with her.
Mrs. Hattie Blastow has gone to
Ellsworth to care for her sister, who
has just returned from a hospital.
Mrs. Lillian B. Small left Saturday
for Boston where she will spend the
remainder of the winter.
Mrs. Earl C. Perry and little daugh
ter Earline of Rockland are guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Joyce and son
Clifford started for New York Thurs
day, Mr. Joyce having been called on
a business matter.

NORTH WARREN
Friends of Edward Crawford are
pleased to learn that he is able to sit
by the window again.
The electric light kettle is begin
ning to boil a little In this vicinity.
It is hoped that some In the north
part of the town can have lights, if
not all.
Friends were sorry to hear of the
sudden death of Mrs. Clara Carroll.
She was a girl from this part of the
town and leaves many friends and
acquaintances here.
Owing to the bad traveling there
was no Grange meeting last Friday
night, and only a small crowd out to
the Grange dance Saturday evening.
Mrs. Lula Williamson of Union who
is spending a few weeks with her sis-

Be Safe—Buy

the

Leading Gasoline and Motor Oil

Standard Oil Company
ter Mrs. C. W. Mank went to Thomas
SOUTH HOPE
ton over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Russell were
Mrs. Cassie Paul of Appleton spent
callers at Edward Crawford's one day ■ last week at the home of her brother
last week.
j Clarence Robbins.
I Ernest Lermond of Boston is visitGEORGE WASHINGTON'S HAIR | ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
' Lermond.
Mrs. Chloe Mills visited several
! days last week with her son E. E.
I Mills in Rockland, also with Mr and
j Mrs. W. J. Robertson in Thomaston
Mrs. Emma Norwood of Warren
and Mrs. Alice Robbins and Mrs.
j Elizabeth Hilt of Union were' guests
Florida’s Best Climate
of Mrs. Laura Hastings Tuesday of
More Sunshine,
| last week.
Less Rain
Mrs. Edith Gould of South Union
Wonderful Place for
HBR is with Mr. and Mrs. Omar King for
Rccupcralion
; several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clark of West
I Rockport were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Taylor Tuesday.
Mrs. Sadie Cunningham of Union
Superb fishing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under,
is assisting Miss Hattie Boggs in car
tow. 18-hole golf, grass greens.
ing for her father, A. Y. Boggs.
Club house on Che beach. Swimming
W. George Payson and L. I. Mor
pooL 100 rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra*
Fine-class patronage. Reasonable ratea.
ton of East Union are working in the
, Payson Co. mill preparatory to manu'
GEORGE KREAMER •
j facturing blueberry crates.
Isaain Wyandotte Hotai.Bellport.LX
‘ .The officers of South Hope Grange

ssWla

of

New York, Inc

were pleasingly Installed Jan. 13, by
District Deputy J. L. Dornan, who
was ably assisted by Mr. and Mrs. L.
I. Morton with Mrs. Rov Gould at the
piano. All the installing officers were
from the East Union Grange. These
new officers were seated: Master.
Lester Merrill; overseer, Joseph
Pushaw; lecturer. Flora Pushaw;
steward, Russell Upham; chaplain,
Annie Esancy: treasurer, A. L. Esancy; secretary, A. J. Clark; gate
keeper. Myrven Merrill; Ceres, Emily
Pushaw; Pomona. Nina Taylor; Flora,
Abbie Merrill; executive committee,
W. C. Wellman. The assistant stew
ard and lady assistant steward-elect
were absent. After the ceremony the
usual feast was served and a social
hour enjoved. A finp program of
readings, recitations and music was
presented in which the visitors from
Pioneer Grange of East Union took
a prominent part. West Rockport
and Hope Granges were also repre
sented.
The heart, liver and kidney of beef,
the liver of lamb, and the liver and
heart of pork are comparatively in
expensive and are richer in vitamins
than muscle meat.

You'll enjov stopping at
tins ultra-modern Potel.
l ocated "a step from
llroaiiwav’', overlooking
world-renown 'limes
Square. I lie eitv’a most
luteresting places, thea
tres, smart shops, busi
ness centers arc all near*
$>V i lOOoutside rooms,
each with a private hath
Uuh anil shower), a radio
anil servidor. Note surprisingh moderate rates.

aiMiLfc M:|-«:i..Y,>-« I
lUlULt *|.k.-|-SH

44»«45src.
atSthAve.,N.Y,

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

WW OTCE (LOOTS A\TT WASOflQDW -by GWoigh^

The topic for the prayer meeting 1 The Rockport Ace Club will play
this evening at the Baptist Church the Camden Y.M.C.A. basketball
I team this Thursday evening at Town |
will be "The Transfiguration.
Mrs. Olive Brasier and her two sis- I hall.
i ters Mrs. Herbert Waltz and Mrs.
Mrs. Annie Gardner was a dinner I
Susie Philbrook of Warren are visit- guest Sunday at the home of her ■
—WHY, JANE - OF COURSE
I'VE HEARD A
j ing Mrs. Clarence Benner of Waldo- daughter Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell at
-NEW LINENS
-HELLO, JANE,
SCRUBBING RUINS CLOTHES!)
LOT ABOUT THAT)
i -SO SOON ! WHY,
j boro for a few days.
[
-IM
TRYING
TO
Simonton.
i WORRYING over
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne who has
BUT NOBODY SCRUBS ANY
SOAP. I MUST
Mrs. Lena Tominski was hostess ’
you're only
FIGURE OUT HOW
I YOUR BUDGET
been in Waterville with her daugh- Monday evening to the members of
— I KNOW, BUT
MORE-GET YOURSELF SOME 1
TRY IT NEXT
MARR
i
EO
A
YEAR
I
I ter Mrs. Arthur G. Eustis has re the Trytohelp Club at her home on
i see — y I CAN GET SOME
SCRUBBING WEARS]
RINSO. IT SOAKS CLOTHES
WASHDAY
turned to her home on Beechwoods Pleasant street. The next meeting
NEW LINENS
WHITE AS SNOW
THINGS THREADBARE
street.
THIS MONTH
will be at the home of Mrs. Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Paquin, Overlook.
j Mrs. Frank Lunt and Mrs. William
Friends regret to learn that E. H.
Gilchrest spent Saturday in Portland.
The junior choir of the Baptist Bowers who has been in poor health
Church will sing Sunday, "Jehovah the past few weeks, is now confined 1
TRIUMPHANT
! Jireh." music by Luther A. Clark, to his home.
O. P. Jackson, George Butler and ]
j violin obligato played by Miss MarNEW
i garet MacMillan of Rockland. Miss Herbert Simmons enjoyed a day's ice I
MacMillan will also play the offer- fishing Wednesday at Quantabacook
1.^?Lake in Searsmont.
tory.
Guy Young has returned from
J. Emerson Watts is better of his
I recent illness and more rapid im Knox Hospital where he recently
Triumphant New Studebakers
underwent a tonsil operation.
provement is hoped for.
at their Drastically Lower
Twentieth Century Club will meet
The Baptist choir will sing Sunday
i morning, “Show Me Thy Ways,” Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Prices represent the 4 great
James Rogers, with incidental solo by Nina Carroll. Papers will be given
“buys” of 1932—including
Raymond Perry; “Serve the Lord in by Mrs. Carroll and Mrs. Cora Went
among their 32 important bet
Youth,” arranged from Jules Granier. worth.
NEXT WASHDAY
tost
Mrs. Effie Veazie was hostess to the
terments such outstanding ad
Edwin Stetson is able to be out
YOU'RE RIGHT!
Saturday
Night
Club
at
her
home.
after
some
weeks
of
confinement
on
AND IT’S WONDER
J threadbare on a w“hb2
SC,rubbinS
vantages as Safety Plate Glass
I SEE YOU TOOK. MY
Mrs. Cora Paul is quite ill at her
account of a fall.
all around, Automatic Ride
' ADVICE. THAT'S A RINSO
FUL FOR COLORED
James Carney has gone to Portland home on Commercial street.
Control and 1932 Freewheel
Miss Martha Hartshorn has been
to enter a hospital. He is an exTHINGS, TOO
.WASH. I CAN TELL BY THE
enrolled as a pupil in the training
service man.
ing plus Synchronized Shift
methods. Nowondernew t^nd^arc'tumin “P Ol<Ulshi°^ washday
WHITENESS
school
for
nurses
connected
with
the
Jack Frew of Somervihe, Mass.,
ing and Automatic Starting.
“
no-work” soap—Rjnso
dS **
CVCI? week to the modern
who has been making his home with Springfield (Mass.) Hospital and will
the Carneys on Beechwoods street is leave next Monday for that city.
aoTS
now with his parants in Willardham,
Other Studebaker
Rockport High School will present
St. George.
a drama. “Fast Colors” under the di
Betterments
’n^rdcstjva^e/^Th^makers^'f^^fa^o1^^^^'’”
Mrs. Georgia E. Wall who has been rection of Mrs. Kara Farmer, on
visiting her sister in Port Clyde is Jan. 29, in Town hall. It is in three j
Armor-Plated Bodies
now with her daughter, Mrs. Arthur delicious acts affording many laughs !
Full-Cushioned Power
Mossman, Pine street.
and thrills.
Metal Spring Covers
The next meeting of the Ladies of
At the regular meeting of Harbor 1
the
G.A.R.
will
be
held
at
Grand
Full Automatic Spark Adjustment
Light Chapter, O.EJS.. Tuesday eve
Army
hall,
Rockland
,
Jan.
27
at
Longer Bodies—JVider Seats
Millions use Rina
ning the degrees were conferred on 1
7.30 p. m.
tub, washer qnd dishp
one candidate. The picnic supper
Air-Curve Coachcraft
which preceded the meeting was in |
The
chorus
choir
of
the
Baptist
New Convertible Body Styles
Church organized Tuesday evening charge of Mrs. Orra Burns, Mrs. Ada '
New Inside Sun Visor
electing these officers; Ralph Davis, Clough and Mrs. Cora Upham. The
No-Glare Sloping Windshield
president; Miss Evangeline Paquin, annual installation of officers will
CAMDEN
aldoboro
vice president; Mrs. Alfred Strout, take place Jan. 28 and will be semi- !
Heat Resisting Sponge Rubber
each member being privi-,
secretary; Mrs. Ellis Young, treas private,
Floor Mats
Advertisements In this column not to
leged
to
invite
one
guest.
An
invii
Mr.
and
Mrs. Kenneth W. Castner exceed
Second Masonic assembly at the
urer; R. K. Greene, chairman, Mrs.
three lines inserted once tor 25
tation
has
also
been
extended
to
St.
All Bodies Insulated Against Heat,
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
of
Portland
have
been
guests
of
Mr.
hall tonight, Thursday. Music by
Leila Smalley. Mrs. Stanley Miller.
tional
lines five cents each for one
Paul's
Lodge,
F.
&
A.
M.
Cold and Noise
and Mrs. J. H. Castner.
Dean's orchestra.
Mrs. Charles Starrett, Miss Marian
time. 10 cents tor three times. Six\words
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Gross
and
Miller.
Lawrence
Carroll,
executive
make
a
line.
The
Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club
Closed Bodies Wired for Radio committee. Carleton Porter who for
WARREN
will entertain the Rockland, Waldo daughter Barbara who have been
At
Improved Brakes
merly sang tenor in the quartet at
boro and Belfast Clubs at Wads visiting Mrs. Melissa Davis, have re
turned
to
Gloucester,
Mass.
tended
the
choir
meeting
and
re

New Airplane Type Instruments
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh- worth Inn Jan. 27.
Albert Kyllonen has returned ♦
ceived a warm welcome.
on Dash
Mrs. Helen Carlson of Owl's Head from New York.
,---------------------------------------- ,
thA Aniiiiai-v of ters met with Mrs. Evelyn Robinson
A.L. plans
o'lans ^onday evening and re-elected these will speak at the Methodist Church
Free Wheeling Dial
Joseph De Napoli of Revere. Mass.,
Williams-Brazier Post
Post, A.L..
officers: Mrs. Alice Watts, president; j this evening under the auspices of
GREEN fountain pen lost on McLain
were discussed for a card party to be Mrs. Belle Walker, vice president; the W.C.T.U. The public is cordially is at the Medomak House after an School
Electric Gasoline Gauge
grounds.
Please Tel. 101-R.
absence of several months.
held in the Legion rooms Feb. 5. with
BOBBY
HILLS.
7*9
Mrs.
Nettie
Jameson,
secretary;
Miss
invited.
Reflex Tail Light
S.
H.
Weston
entertained
the
Men's
Mrs. Edith Clark and Mrs. Edna M. Grace Walker, treasurer.
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of
Meeting
of
the
auxiliary
to
the
Bridge
Club
at
the
first
meeting
of
New Airplane Type Steel-Backed.
Smith in charge. Mrs. Howard
deposit boo’* numbered 34854 and the
Mrs. George Teague is ill.
Sons of Union Veterans will be held the season Monday evening. Those owner of said book asks for duplicate in
Wood and Mrs. Emma Kalloch were
Engine Bearings
Rockland
462 Main Street
accordance with the provision of the
Friday,
at
7.30
o'clock,
at
MeguntiI
attending
were
W.
H.
Crowell,
W.
G.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby visited
appointed a welfare committee. The
State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK.
Greater Cooling Capacity
cook
Grange
hall.
A
full
attendance
i
Labe,
W.
C.
Flint.
George
Boggs,
J.
collection of a mile of pennies was Fred Folsom at Auburn Sunday.
By Edward J. Hellier, Treas. Rockland.
9*Th-15
Finer Body Hardware
discussed, and the Unit will probably
Charles Overlock Jr. who has been is desired as business of importance V. Benner, C. B. Stahl, L. T. Weston ' Maine. Jan. 21. 1932.
Get the Habit of Buying Your Meats At This Mar
will come before the meeting
and S. H. Weston.
attempt to do this. It takes 84.480 ill is now much improved.
Concealed Hood Latches
The
annual
installation
of
officers
January
meeting
of
the
Ladies'
pennies to make a mile
The work committee of the Baptist
ket. Every Piece of Meat Sold In This Market Is U.
Chromium-Plated Steel Spoke
____
»I
The proposed planting of a black cjj.cie> sjx jn ajj_ met aj the Mont Farm Bureau was held at the Grange of Wiwurna Chapter, O.ES. will be ♦
.
Wheels
held
Feb.
9
in
Masonic
hall.
The
|
$
hall
Wednesday.
The
subject
was
,
S.
Government Inspected and Is Sold on a Moneywalnut tree from Mount Vernon on gomery rooms Monday afternoon for
offlcers-elect are Sace K. Weston. 1 *
the grounds of Montpelier is a fine work ' Mrs Howard Welch was “Coat Making.”
♦
One-Piece Fenders
Back Guarantee. That’s a Guarantee That Means
proposition. The two places should, hostess for the day and supper was
The ladies of the Methodist society worthy matron; Harold Flanders,
Steel Running Boards
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER wanted,
be linked together as were the two served at six.
will serve a public supper at the worthy patron; Gladys Bailey, asso
Something.
\
ciate matron; A. L. Shorey, associate any size, any condition. Call or write.
great men, Washington and Knox
Improved Rim Assembly
Rev. Howard A. Welch addressed vestry Jan. 30.
JOHN GUISTIN, 360 Main St., Rockland.
patron;
Ida
Stahl,
secretary:
Rena
Mrs. Charles H. Washburn is re the Gamma Beta Boys Monday eve
A bridge party will be given at
Me.
8*13
Air Cleaner, Carburetor Silencer;
Crowell, treasurer; Frances Genthcovering from an attack of grippe.
THE
na
ning at the Montgomery rooms on Masonic hall Friday evening, under ner, conductress; Ruby Bridges, asso
A FEW 26-tnch bicycle wheels wanted.
and Full Power Muffler
Miss Margaret Johnson is having "Christian Athletes." citing the moral the auspices of Camden ComGREAT
Call at YOUNG'S FISH MARKET. Tel.
co.
ciate
conductress.
Stated
meeting
of
332.
8-10
New Service Policy
a week at home, her school in courage, persistence, perseverance mandery, K. T. The commi’lee ini
Friendship being closed because of and self control of the nationally charge; Finlay Calder, Joseph L. the Chanter will be held next Tuesday
I WANT TO BUY second hand bocks,
vening’ and, ?ffic*rs ar" guested to postage stamps, antiques of all kinds.
the illness of many pupils.
known sportsmen, such as Bobbj’ Brewster, Charles E Moore. Harold j ^be
KAY
TURNER. Thomaston. Tel. 34-4.
i > • •"*•«..' .
present fof rehearsal.
Mrs. John Cornelius Morse of Jones and Christy Mathewson and Corthell. Alton French, Adin Hop2-13 I
* * * *
DRASTIC5^LLY
Wadsworth street fell to the ground other well known personages of the kins and D. J. Dickens. RefreshWOMAN wanted for housework In n «•»«♦•••••••••• ♦ «•»•••• «*•«••••• *•* ••• *•• 14
Monday
injuring
her
shoulder
se

Lions Make Merry
family of two In village. Address MRS.
sports world. A very human and in- j ments will be served.
LOWER 1 ’RICE:
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
8-10
verely.
teresting story was told of how each 1
....
The Lions observed ladies' night at W. A. RIPLEY, Appleton.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tripp attend one conquered a weakness, or held to I
Stahl's
Tavern
Wednesday
with
the
Young-Richards
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Lionesses in charge of the program.
 ed the installation of Orient Chapter, a promise.
PRESIDENT EIGHT New Reduc
Miss Rita Richards and Robert The spacious dining room was
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St., I when
O.E.S., at Union Tuesday evening.
Prices tions
At the Baptist Church Sunday;
with electric lights, flush toilet, garage, i
133’ W.B.—lll H. P
Miss Marian Felt is ill of grippe morning the pastor's subject will be. Young were united in marriage Mon artistically decorated in the national
Inquire MR. SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St. i
METHYL BALM
day night by Rev. Ralph Hayden, colors with pictures of Cc:rge Wash
Coupe, for 2*................. $1690 $160
at her home on Green street.
Tel. 888.
1-tf I
“A Poem of Love;” Sunday school and the double ring service being used.
will bring almost instant relief?
St. Regis B’ham, for 5*| 1690 New
Mrs. Matie Spalding, Mrs. Edna the Bible classes at noon; C. E. at 6
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
ington
and
historic
scenes.
A
short
Sedan, for 5*..................
The young couple were married in eulogy of Gen. Washington and a
160 Smith and Mrs. Katherine Crawford
HOUSEWORK wanted by the hour. Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176
A scientifically compounded ex
1690
o’clock; Rev. Fletcher Knollin of Wa.
7-9 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
1-tf
Conv. Roadster, for 4.... 1690
TEL. 535-W
110
newly furnished home at 86
ternal application that should be
were dinner guests of Mrs. Ellis terville. director of religious educa- their
Mechanic street and were attended poem concerning a visit to Mount
Conv. Sedan, for 5f----- 1820 New Young Wednesday.
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath,
OPPORTUNITY—The Fuller Brush
in every home. Sold only at
/
Vernon were read by Mrs. Maude
tion for the United Baptist Conven
can use two men as mentioned gas and lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184
Sedan, for 7*............ — 1790
360
Mrs. Aaron Clark is recovering tion in Maine, has been secured as by Mr. and Mrs Clifford Burkett, the Clark Gay. Rev. James McKillop of Company
South Main St. Tel. 526-M. _
1-tf
on
radio
Tuesday
nights,
WEAF.
9.30
,
_____________________________
Limousine, for 7*---------- 1390
560 from an attack of grippe.
Johnston’s Drug Store
latter a sister of the bride. Only Nobleboro gave an interesting address
t2 »?rt! FURNISHED apartment to let. Apply
the evening speaker.
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
relatives and a few intimate friends and sang several Scotch sengs. Mrs. FULLER BRUSH. Portland. Me.______ 7-9 23 AMESBURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Roy Smith will re
9-tf
DICTATOR EIGHT
Mrs. Olive Brasier of Thomaston. were present. Congratulations and
POSITION wanted as housekeeper.
turn to their home in Medford, Mass,
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
M.
Louise
Miller
sang
two
selections
SEVEN
ROOM
tenement,
modern
con

117’ W B —85 H. P.
7*91 veniences, to let at South Main St.. $25
shortly. They will be accompanied Mrs. Susie Philbrook. Mrs. Charles best wishes are extended to the and Mrs. Weston entertained with Write to 4 ROCKLAND ST.. City.
75 cents
Coupe, for 2*................. $ 980 $115 by Mrs. Smith’s father, Isaac N. Young and Mrs. Herbert Waltz went young couple.
MEN wanted to establish and operate a_ month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St.
82-tf
readings
in
costume.
An
amusing
120
1-tf
Coupe, for 4*................. 1030
Tuesday
to
Waldoboro
where
they
Rawleigh
City
business
In
pities
of
|
lel
*
1080
Young who will make them a visit.
feature was the presentation of gifts Bath, Kennebec, and Bar Harbor. Re
St. Regis B'ham, for 5*f 1030 New
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
will make Mrs. Clarence Benner a few
to each Lion by Mrs. Ida C. Stahl, liable hustler can start earning $35 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
NEW HARBOR
120
Sedan, for 5* ................ 1030
days’ visit.
1-tf
chairman of the committee. The la weekly and Increa- • raDidlv. Write Im 240 Broadway.
Mrs. Isaac N. Young
1030 New
Conv. Roadster, for 4
mediately. RAWLbxGH CO.. Dept MEFive
of
the
seven
trustees
of
the
UNFURNISHED Sve room apartment
Convertible Sedan, for 5 1095 New
M. F. McFarland and H. M. Wot- dies omitted no detail of the usual 39-V, Albany. N. Y.
Funeral services will be held this Warren Public Library were present
*
9*lt with
toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
Thursday afternoon for Julia Maria, at the meeting Monday afternoon ton were in Rockland on business program, singing the Lions' song and
ST. Tel. 156-W.
156-tf
Keys made to order. Keys made
COMMANDER EIGHT
j giving the Roar with great enthusiwife of Isaac N. Young, at the fami which was held at the library rooms. Monday.
K
HOUSE to let with electric lights,
to fit locks when original keys are
115’ W B—101 H. P.
Cyrus Morton is very ill with pneu- i asm; MrsI*abe wa* aucomly residence on Wadsworth street, These officers were elected: George
flush closet, with or without garage,
«
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
j Panist and Mrs. Miller led the sing
TEL. 1016.
3-tf
Coupe, for 4*..................... $1350 $235
Rev. H. S. Kilbom of the Baptist W. Walker, president; Robert Walk mortia.
♦ reasonable.
books provide keys for all locks
ing.
The
menu
included
fruit
cup
St. Regis B’ham, for 5‘f 1350 New
TENEMENT
to
let
at
7
Broad
St.
All
Church being the officiating clergy er, vice president; Fred B. Mathews,
The Willard Daggett is at the Har
without bother.
Scissors and
chicken
patties,
whipped
potato,
peas,
235 man. The bearers will be William
modern Improvements, with garage.
Sedan, for 5*...................... 1350
•
»
♦
»
R
secretary and treasurer, succeeding bor for a few da;s.
TEL. 504-W.
1-tf
Knives Sharpened.
olives, cabbage salad, rolls, ice cream,
Conv. Roadster, for 4
1350 New Newbert, Alpheus Jones,
Capt. G. D. Gould upon the refusal of the
DAY BED. rugs and set of reed furni
Mrs Kenneth Colby and infant
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
Convertible Sedan, for 5f 1465 New
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Frank Cushman and N. F. Andrews, latter to take the office. Two new daughter Constance Marie are guests angel cake and coffee. Forty mem ture. for sale. MRS. A. H. PILLSBURY location
Electric lights, bath room.
bers
and
guests
attended.
Tel.
593-R.
8-10 TEL. 812-M.
1-tf
and interment will be in the Thom members were added to the book of Mrs. Colby's parents Mr. and Mrs.
STUDEBAKER SIX
GAS STOVE, complete with oven and
aston cemetery.
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. flue cellar,
committee, Mrs. Ella Cunningham L. E. Bailey.
11T W B instead of for
broiler, for sale. Good condition. Price toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Mrs. Young was born in Tenant's and Mrs. Gertrude Rowe. The house
UNION
mer 114’, SO H P instead
Miss Iva and Master Walter Mc
$10. AUSTIN GARDNER. Rockland. Tel large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
of former 70 H P 1931 Free
Harbor, March 6, 1862, a daughter committee was authorized to co-op Farland are confined to the house
74-M.
9-11 Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
1-tf
Telephone 791
Wheeling. full-cushioned
Sunday
services
at
the
Methodist
of
Bailey
and
Clementine
Hart.
She
erate
with
the
Woman
’
s
Club
in
re

with chicken pox.
USED POOL TABLE in fair condition.
power, two-way Houdaille
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren St.,
96-tf
spent her girlhood in the town of gard to beautifying the library
shock absorbers. ($150
newly papered and painted, garage if
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search were Church, Rev. Richard H. Moyle, pas Apply to F. W. GORDEN, Union, Me.
8-10 desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. Tel.
greater value than previ
her birth but found employment in grounds, expense of the same to be called to Northampton Sunday by the tor: At 10.30, subject, “I Am Not
i-tf
ous model.)
lump screened coal, egg or nut, 577.
Thomaston, where she was married defrayed from the library funds.
serious illness of Mrs. Search’s mother Ashamed of the Gospel of Christ.” $8SOFT
$ 840
Coupe, for 2*....... .........
$5 Oct. 6, 1883 to Isaac N. Young, the
50: hard coal, $15.50; ovolds. $15. J. B
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Church
school
will
follow
at
11.45;
Mothers
and
teachers
are
warned
Mrs. C. N. Cisler1.
PAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 8*10-tf able for family of two or three, at 15
890
Coupe, for 4*................
5
Movies Saturday night at the Surf young people's service, 6.15. There GRAY MARE, eight years old. for sale. Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
890 New residence of each being given as by District Health Officer Laughlin
St. Regis B’ham, for 5*|
Tel. 318-W.
l-tf
will
be
a
special
service
at
7
o'clock
Thomaston.
Thus
fifty
years
of
her
DENTIST
of Damariscotta to be on the watch Casino featured “The Last Ride.”
Good all round user. Apply JAMES
890
Sedan, for 5*.—...........
5
ROOM furnished apartment 302 Main St. Tel. 915-M
Mrs. Clarion Poland, Arthur Gil when the pastor will speak on “Some SOUTAR. Wiley's Corner, St. George, Me. atTHREE
Rockland
890 New life had been spent in this place. A for symptoms of the measles and the
Conv. Roadster, for 4
19
Orient
St.,
bath
room,
automatic
4*9
955 New daughter and son were born to them, influenza and to keep or send such bert and Noland and “Buddy” Morton of the old hvmns and their authors;
Convertible Sedan, for 5
hot water heater. NELSON B. COBB or
special music consisting of solos and
VERY BEST fitted dry hard wood. $12 LOUISE WILLIAMS at Fuller-Cobband no more devoted mother than pupils home.
139*60
have been ill with mumps.
junks $11 cord, single foot $1.75; Davls.
Safety &lass all around, automatic start Mrs. Young can be named.
2-tf
Those
Miss Florence Hale, president of
Kenneth Colby and Walker Gil duets, vocal and instrumental, and cord,
ing and metal spring covers standard
also
two
tons
hay.
V.
C.
GRINDLE.
i05
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
equipment on all models at noextra cost. who knew her most intimately speak the National Educational Associa bert are employed at The Four Cor congregational singing led by the New County Rd. Tel. 679-X.
9*11
furnace, gas, coal range, toilet; $6 a
choir. This will be very interesting
If a tion, will be on the air every Sunday ners cutting w’ood.
♦Wired for radio. jTrunk standard equipment. in the highest terms of her.
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover. week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
„// prices at the factory, jumpers and neighbor needed help in sickness or evening at 6.30 for five weeks. Those
Willis Gilbert, fish buyer, bought and helpful and everybody is invited $12; Junks. $12; long, $10; fitted soft 1080.
8-tf
spare tires extra.
wood and slabs. $8. T. J. CARROLL
trouble, Mrs. Young was there to who have had the opportunity of 8000 pounds of mixed fish Monday even urged to be present.
1-tf
The annual meeting of the M. E Tel. 263-21.
help and comfort. Of a quiet dispo hearing her either at the alumni and shipped them to Portland by
Sunday School will be held Tuesday CHESTNUT HORSE, weight 1150. for
sition, she found enjoyment in the banquets or at conventions will truck that night.
pair of harness and 12 ft. punt. .
IfflfipPT T A ITPAITfl
companionships of home life. She doubtless remember what a fine
Lemuel Russell of Long Cove was evening at the church. There will be sale,
M15LLLLANEUU S
a urogram of special music and read Will sell cheap. TEL. 837-3._______8*10
never joined any of the social or speaker she is.
at E. A. McFarland's Sunday.
1927
STUDEBAKER
Com.
sedan.
1927
|
’
At the Congregational Church Sun
benevolent orders, preferring to
Miss Irma Gilbert who has been ings. Rev. H. H. Marr of the M. E. Essex coach. 1927 Whippet sedan. 1928
Tel. 700
make her life useful to others, rather day morning Rev. H. I. Holt will taking a course in hair dressing in Church, Rockland, will SDeak on “The Whippet sedan, 1926 Chevrolet sedan. A
WATCHES, ALL KINDS. CLOCKS. SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
speak on, “Does the Modern Age Need Portland is now at home and will value of the Church School in the Model T Ford sedan. Reo Touring car. Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re 689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
than to be spent for self.
Above cars in A1 condition will be sold paired. Experienced workman. Work
Park & Union Sts. Rockland For the past four years she had the Church;” topic for the evening soon be ready to conduct a beauty Community.” All are welcome.
for one-half their value or exchange. can be called for and delivered, or leave
ROCKLAND
to endure much ill health. The last will be, “The Man That Jesus Loved.” parlor of her own.
Will trade for anything of value. E. D. at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
56-tf
LINSCOTT, 73 Crescent St., City. Tel. send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOME. A. McFarland has been busy the
year had been one of almost continu Rev. H. I. Holt by request, plans to
812-W.
8*10
BER.
Tel.
958-J.
157*1
1-tf
ous suffering, from which death gave deliver two or three lectures on as past few days making a new mast for
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
a welcome release. She is survived tronomy later at the Sunday evening the Willard Daggett lobster smack.
Rockland and Warrzn for sale, fine cor land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
One of her masts was broken during
by the husband, a daughter, Mrs. E. services.
ner lot, new building, store and lunch | solicited, H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
1-tf
room complete with fixtures. To be sold
Roy Smith of Medford, Mass.; a son,
a recent storm.
at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
Congratulations are extended to
Hollis D. Young of Thomaston; four
BOARD AND ROOM for elderly gentle
St.
Tel.
1080.
152-tf
k EMBALMING 4
man available at WHITCOMB’S PARM
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McLain on the
sisters, Mrs. Etta Hines of Franklin,
9* It
SPRING TOOTH harrow, large plough, HOME, Waldoboro.
birth of a daughter, Pauline Frances.
N. H., Mrs. Nettie Snow of Tenant’s
FOR SALE
small plough, hoe and cultivator. Will
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
NOTICE—Parties at Interest take no
Harbor. Mrs. Olive Adams of Cush
sell cheap for cash. CALL 158 CEDAR tice the name of the Ga. S. Maraval. of
If your skin is yellow—complexion
RUUD
Watch for them. The “Harlem Hot
ST.
8*10 ficial number 213497. has been changed
ing and Mrs. Alvin Bucklin of Liver
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor Shots.”
8-tf
more Falls.
STORE FIXTURES for sale. Call at to NORMAD by authority of the Com
served the families of Knox County
Instantaneous Automatic
—you have a bad taste in your mouth
7-9
CARLETON’S MARKET, Washington St- missioner of Navigation.
—a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
LADY ATTENDANT
Camden.
9*11
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
NORTH WASHINGTON
try Olive Tablets.
TWO-YEAR-OLD coon hound, blue by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.'
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest was at Palermo
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—a sub
tick. sire. Gold Coin, season catch 16 BARTLETT, Harmony. Me.
156-11 j
This week only. $30. FRANK REED. 61
last week caring for Mrs. Day who stitute for calomel—were prepared by
BURPEE’S
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
Pearl
St..
Camden.
8*10
Junks,
$12;
small
round
wood,
stove
Dr. Edwards after 20 years of study.
was ill.
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C
ROCKLAND,
ME.
lengths.
$10;
fitted
soft
wood.
$8.
O.
H.
Olive Tablets are a purely vege
The country roads hereabouts are in
Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
1-tf
Size 4. Style F
Accredited for pullorum disease. Book
very bad condition.
The warm table compound. Know them by their
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
ing orders for March delivery; $20 per
.
Practically New
weather of last week took out the olive color.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St..
hundred; 500. $19; 1000. $18. Postpaid.
To have a clear, pink skin, bnght
Rockland.
1-tf
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
frost, and autos plowing through the
Safe arrival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE
Can Be Seen At This Office
& SON, Thomaston, Maine, Route 1.
STEAMBOAT CO.
deep mud which afterward froze in eyes, no pimples, a feeling of buoy
LET E, A. KNOWLTON file your saws
130-tI
Phone 10-6 Warren.
157-tf
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEthat condition, has made them ex ancy like childhood days, you must
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
ROCK
ST.
Tel.
1010.
1-tf
SERVICE
&
REPAIRS
get at the cause.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5 30.
Superb fishing from pier
HATCHING EGGS, R I. R.. 25 to 28
tremely hard to travel over.
or boat. Surf beach, no under
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act on
oz., all brown. Tompkins and George
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7'25.
Friends in this place were shocked
Vlnalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at Rock
tow.
18
-hole
golf,
grass
greensTreadwell
strain,
$12
a
hundred.
JACK
ALL
MAKES
OF
SETS
Prompt
service.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO
WHO ARE THE
and saddened to learn of the death the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
Club house on the beach. ?»$r»w%eiftg
about 9.30.
PERIE. South Cushing. Me.
7*9
1-tf land
R<-.urn—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
pool. 100 rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
of Mrs. Lewis Day of East Palermo, have no dangerous after effects.
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy Vlnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
R. W. TYLER
They start the bile and help over
First - class patronage. Reasonable rateswhich occurred Jan. 15. Mr. and come
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ington at 4.40; due to arrtve at Swan's
constipation. Take nightly and
GEORGE
KREAMER
bring
5
cents
a
pound
over
other
breeds.
home
news, nt Central News Co.. 66 Con Island about 6 00 P. M.
Mrs. Day were formerly residents of note the pleasing results. Millions of
PHONE 58-23
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship.
gress pt.; or Ross News-stand. 38lii Con
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, ?. I
this place, and all here feel deeply boxes sold
gress
St.
yearly.
15c,
30c,
00c.
140-tl
Me. Tel. 128-11.
7-45
dd yet
7-tf
for the bereaved ones,

4

GREAT

'BUYS''

5tudebakers

Try this safe, scrubless way for
WhiIer washes-brighter colors

W

Jn Everybody’s Column

QUALITY MEATS

LOST AND FOUND

LOWEST PRICES

A & P MARKET

WANTED

ATLANTIC * PACIFIC

j

TO LET

SITUATIONS

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

FOR SALE

Crie Hardware Co.

Rockland Garage Co.

! EGGS AND CHICKS;

A/Wf/?AZ ^KVKI:

HAVE COLOR IN CHEEKS

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

RADIO

“HARLEM
HOT SHOTS”
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In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 77# or 794-W

i
Mrs. Donald, Leach entertained at
luncheon and bridge Monday eve
ning, with Mrs. B. G. Hagerman as
honor guest. There were two tables,
and honors were won by Miss Jean
nette Smith and Mrs. O. E. Wishman.

FULLER
COBB
DAVIS

WEEK END
SPECIALS

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis W. Merry of
Park avenue, Portland, have re
The Itooevik Club was entertained
turned from a trip to Boston, Ni
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, Tuesday
agara Palls, Buffalo, New York and by
afternoon. The seven members
Washington.
pr&ent devoted the time to making
a crib quilt. The next meeting will
Dr. Mary Woolley, president of Mt. take place Feb. 3 at the home of Mrs.
Holyoke College, President Hoover's Elmer B. Crockett.
recent nominee for the coming
FACE CLOTHS
BATH MATS
Switzerland conference, was the sub .5*,
The
Scribblers
Club
will
meet
ject of an excellent talk by Miss
10c value
formerly 1.25
Neva Dyer, in the current events Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
Harriette
Levensaler.
series of studies before the Woman’s
now 5c
now 85c
Educational Club.
Mrs. C. A. Packard and Mrs. Alice
Two Tone, Green and Lavender
Robbins carried off highest honors
Carroll Wixon is recovering from a in the bridge party given Tuesday
FACE CLOTHS
touch of influenza at his home on evening by the Auxiliary of the Sons
Camden street.
of Union Veterans. There were
15c value
BATH MATS
three tables. Mrs. May Reed acted
Janice Wotton of Owl’s Head en as hostess.
now 10c
formerly 1.00
tertained friends at a birthday party
Saturday afternoon. Those present
fine quality
There will be a bridge party to
now 68c
were Virginia Farrell, Foster Farrell, night at the BPW Club rooms, with
Neal Farrell, Jr., Myrtle Gove, By
Two Tone, Fancy Design
ron Bray, Gertrude St. Clair, Beda Mrs. Nettie B. Lord in charge.
TURKISH BATH TOWELS
Emery, Joan Emery, Charles St.
Turkish Bath Mat
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus R. Morse en
Clair. George St. Clair, Desmond
formerly 85c
Emery, Elizabeth Scammon, Meriam tertained at bridge Saturday evening
Blue, Green, Gold
Scammon, Walter Wotton, Miss at their home in Thomaston, with
now 50c
Alice Scammon, Miss Margery Phil- their daughter Eleanor, and Arthur
Heavy Jacquard Border
brook, Katherine Newhall and Miss Cullen of Rockland, whose engage
Olive Farrell. Refreshments were ment was recently announced, as
Solid Color Jacquard Pattern
Blue, Rose, Gold, Green, Lavender
served. The peanut hunt was won honor guests. Rockland guests were
by Meriam Scammon. Janice re Mr. and Mrs. Charles Doherty, Miss
TURKISH BATH TOWELS
Janice Pillsbury, Miss Ruby Davis,
ceived many nice gifts.
Jack Hapworth, Clarence Haining
formerly 75c
TURKISH TOWELS
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle was hostess to and Frederick Palmer.
formerly 38c
the Tuesday Club, with Mrs. Carl
now 50c
Misses Louise McIntosh and Marv
Sonntag as special guest.
McIntosh are visiting in Cambridge,
now 25c
Pink, Green, Blue, Lavender
Mass.
Mrs. Lelia Benner, . Miss Lenore
Medium Size
Colored Stripes
Benner, Mrs. Clifford Raye and
The Diligent Dames are being en
Blue and Pink
Harold Savage spent the weekend in tertained at 1 o’clock luncheon today
BATH MATS
Portland.
at the home of Miss Charlotte Buffum, with Mrs. Fred L. Linekin as
Heavy Turkish Mats
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey assisting hostess. On Thursday of
REVERSIBLE BATH MATS
entertained at dinner Sunday eve last week the Dames entertained
formerly 1.38
ning with twelve guests.
their husbands at a lobster salad
formerly 1.95
supper at the Congregational vestry.
now
1.00
now 1-25
The Wawenock Club met at the Rev. and Mrs. Walter Rounds being
home of Mrs. Susie Davis. Monday special guests. Supper was followed
Two Tone Effects. Blue, Green, Gold Dark Grounds
Fancy Patterns
evening. Response to the roll call was by bridge at the home of Mrs. A. C.
made by quotations from Lucy Lar- Jones, Talbot avenue.
com’s works, and as usual the
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
Mrs. Almon Cunningham who has
question box and current events were
discussed. A paper on “Plymouth been the guest of Mrs. J. C. Cunning
and Cape Cod" was presented by ham, Granite street, returned to New
Mrs. Evelyn Snow, and one on “Deer London Monday. Mr. Cunningham
field Valley” by Mrs. Elizabeth preceded her on Sunday, going to
Eaton. The next meeting will be a Charlestown Navy Yard to join the HIS ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
RUTH MARDEN ENGAGED
BOOMING MAINE
—
social gathering at the home of Miss cutter “Calypso,” recently launched
at
Bath.
Mr.
Cunningham
is
boat

A
romance
which
budded
when
Minnie Smith, next Monday.
Smith College Student Is the Daugh- ' Some Interesting Notes Com-,
swain on the Calypso, which is to be they were collegemates at the Uni
ter of a Former Rockland Woman
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby have re stationed at Staten Island, N. Y,
versity of California has culminated
piled By a Bureau Which
The society section of the Boston
turned home from a two weeks’ Visit
The woman’s committee of the in the engagement of A. Kenneth Sunday Herald contained a portrait
with their daughter, Mrs. Harvey
Is Doing It
Central Maine Power Co. was delight McCartney, the new director of the of Miss Ruth Marden, whose mother
Pease in Wiscasset.
Rockland
Boy
Scouts,
and
Miss
Cor

fully entertained Tuesday evening at
(Maine Publicity Bureau)
will be remembered by many local
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harmon left the home of Mrs. W. A. Cobb in Bel nelia Myers of Van Nuys, Calif.
Up
to December 1st, 37,608 letters j
this morning for New York to attend fast, Mr. Cobb being superintendent
Mr. McCartney is a native of readers as Margaret Cleveland, for were received as compared with 31,399 j
the Beaux Arts ball at the Waldorf of the Belfast branch. There were Missouri, and after graduating from merly of Rockland. Accompanying lastygfir.
Astoria. Enroute they will visit then- 20 present. After the business meet
the picture was this interesting in
From May 11 to Sept. 15 31.800
daughter Mrs. William Wenaell in ing Rev. William Vaughn of Belfast
formation :
parties were furnished service at our i
Hartford, Conn., and their son C. M. talked informally and Mr. Banker
“Miss Ruth Marden’s engagement main office in Longfellow Square as !
Harmon in Jackson Heights, L. I.
played a cornet solo. Refreshments
to John Whipple Filoon. announced compared with 30,219 last year. I
were served. It was out of the
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell These figures represent from 1 to 5 I
Mrs. Fannie Carleton of Boston is beaten path to be entertained in a
H. Marden of 32 Coolidge road. West or more people as only one of a group 1
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose home, and the members of the com
Medford, is of much interest to her) is registered. We might conservative- ’
Mills, Limerock street.
mittee are warm in their apprecia
college associates of the 1928 class ly say that we furnish service to ap- I
tion of the delightful hospitality
at Smith, with whom she graduated. proximately 100,000 people.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cooper who have shown them by Mrs. Cobb.
She prepared at the Brimmer school. > Out-of-State automobiles number- 1
been guests‘of Mrs. Dave Daris for a
Mr. Filoon is the son of Mr. and Mrs.! ing 48,711, were registered by us as
few days have returned to their home
E. Roy Smith of Medford, Mass.,
Fred W. Filoon of 236 Spring street. passing through Longfellow Square
in Boston.
has joined Mrs. Smith, called here
Brockton. He was graduated from going east from July 1 to Sept. 1 as
by the death of the latter's mother,
Milton Academy and Harvard in 1929 compared with 38.746 last year. This
Miss Mary Bird is ill at her home Mrs. Isaac N. Young of Thomaston.
He was captain of the university golf includes every state in the Union ex
on Spring street.
team during his senior year. The cept Oregon, but people from Oregon
Lucien Thomas, son of Mr. and
engagement was announced at a show on our office register.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey Mrs. C. M. Thomas of Spruce street,
bridge and tea given at the home of Our branch office at York Corner
are in Portland today to attend the is expected to arrive in New York to
Miss Marden’s parents. The pourers from June 15 to Sept. 1 handled 7371 ‘
auto show.
day from Rio Janeiro, South
were Mrs. Arthur D. Hall and Mrs parties representing from one to five, I
America.
Llewellyn O. White.”
as compared with 7328 last year.
The Chummy Club was enter
Our headquarters in Longfellow
tained at suDper and bridge Tuesday
Capt. Herbert Philbrook, stationed
A SAD RECORD
Square was enlarged. The capacity
evening by Mrs. N. L. Witham, the on a boat running between Portland
was doubled and it greatly facilitated ,
occasion being a birthday observance and New York, was home this week.
Capt. Joseph F. Young, Jr., of the service to the people.
for Mrs. Pearl Look. The menu con
State Highway Police headquarters
Our motion picture service work J
sisted of fruit cocktail, lobster salad,
The Shakespeare Society held an
in Augusta reports that 1311 persons has been carried on. Probably the I
mashed potato, green peas, hot rolls, enjoyable meeting Monday evening
lost their lives as the result of auto most important project was having
relishes, birthday cake, coffee and at the home of Mrs. Harriet Silsby
mobile accidents in Maine the last 11 the Grantland Rice Sportlight people |
nuts. Mrs. Look received several giflts, Frost, with very good attendance.
years. In 1920 the year’s total was 43. make a talkie movie of fly fishing on ;
including hosiery and toilet articles. With Mrs. Nina Beverage as leader,
A. Kenneth McCartney
he said, and in 1931 it had jumped to Kcnnebago Stream by Herbert L.
Honors were won by Mrs. E. W. Mrs. Eva Hellier presented a paper
164. Many of the persons who died Welch.
Freeman and Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey.
were more than 20 years old, but the
on “The Barrett Household Prior to
* « * «
1845,” and Mrs. Harriette Levensaler the University of California took up , majority were 65 or more years of
The bridge party conducted Tues gave an account of Rudolf Besier, Scout work in which he has been I age, he declared, in pointing out that
The customary check-up was made ’
day evening by a group of Congrega author of “The Barretts of Wimpole engaged the past 11 years, either as instructions by parents and school in August of automobiles parked on !
tional ladies at the home of Mrs. Street" which the society took up for
teachers had apparently caused chil Congress and Middle Streets in Port
Henry B. Bird had 11 tables, a favor reading that evening. The first act Scoutmaster, camp director or field dren to be cautious ‘about automo land for two hours a day for ore
being awarded at each. The com was read, after which Mrs. Clara executive. He is the present field biles.
week. It showed a total of 1722 auto
mittee consisted of Mrs. A. J. Mur Rounds gave an account of the New executive of the Cumberland Coun
mobiles from 29 states. This record
ray, chairman, Mrs. A. R. Havener, York performance which she wit ty Council, with which he combines j
is of out-of-state cars only parked at
Mrs. Emery Howard, Mrs. Leo How nessed recently, describing in detail his duties among the youth of Rock
the curb with no one or only a driver
ard, Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Mrs. the parts of Elizabeth Barrett played land. The btide-to-be is a daughter
FRI.-SAT.
in them, indicating that other mem
Charles G. Hewett, Mrs. Vance Nor by Katherine Cornell, the father of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Myers of
bers of the party were shopping
ton, Mrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs. Ken by Charles Waldron, and Robert Van Nuys, and a graduate of the
lunching, at the theatres or otherwise
neth Spear, Mrs. Elonia Tuttle and Browning by Rian Aherne. This play University of California. She is
engaged in spending money.
Mrs. Bird.
The Colorado Association made a
is one of the very few which is en much interested in art, and has de
Il
similar survey and determined thnt
joying a lengthy run on Broadway, veloped much talent in drawing.
The card party Tuesday evening having already entered upon its 12th
tourists visiting Colorado averaged
The date for the wedding has not
under the auspices of St. Bernard’s month with no apparent lessening in been set.
to SDend $5.50 a day. Using this basis
Church, with Mrs. Donald Perry, interest.
with our figures would indicate that
Mrs. Francis Louraine and Miss
$25,830 was spent during a two hour'
Mrs Millie Thomas entertained
Helen Burns, in charge, had 20
period six days a week (a total of
OF
«
Mrs. Lillian Berliawsky Mildwoff of the Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday eve
tables. Honors were won by Mrs. Greenwich Village, N. Y„ is the guest
twelve hours) in the city of Portland.
ning.
Lucia Burpee. Edward Bisbee, Mrs. of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Multiply this by 12 weeks, the height
George . Phillips, Mrs. C. O' Perry, Berliawsky, Broadway, for a few days.
of the vacation period, gives three
Mrs. Howard A. Flynn who has been
Mrs. E. Burpee, Mrs. Ralph Trim. On her return she will be accompan the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John G.
hundred thousand dollars for Port
a
(paramount Vicfure
John Moulaison, Miss Frances Han ied by her mother.
land alone.
Snow, Orange street, has returned
rahan, Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs.
Similar records were made at Auw«i
to Brooklyn.
Thomas Keating, Robert Lumsden,
| gusta. Ellsworth and Bath.
Ione Louraine celebrated her 10th
Miriam Hopkins
Mrs. Nettie B. Lord, Miss Celia birthday by entertaining several
• • * *
Mrs. Ida Simmons of Rockland
Phillips Holmes
Brault, Miss Ethel Smalley, Robert friends at the BPW rooms. An im afternoon, it being the first in a
The
Standard
Oil Company has
Wynns Gibson
McCarty, Miss Abbie McDonald, promptu program afforded much en series to be conducted by the Ladies
given us the usual cooperation by fur
Donald Perry, Mrs. C. Crockett, joyment, Harold Dondis and Ione giv Aid of the Methodist Church. Her
Stuart Erwin
nishing us with copies of their New
Thomas Fleming, O. G. Kalloch, ing readings and Felice Perry sing guests were Mrs. Annie Douglas,
Irving Pic tvs I
England mao and we have used ap
Miss Ellen Daly and Miss L. Ney. ing a little song. The peanut hunt Mrs. Lizzie Mills. Mrs. Annie Trask,
Two kinds of women..
proximately 10,000 of them. They
The third party in the series will was won by Virginia Rackliffe and Mrs. Clara Guptill, Mrs. Leona Rishave also been very liberal in their
the kind men like
take place Tuesday evening at The pinning on the cat’s tail by Ruth teen, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Lena
articles and illustrations of Maine in
. . and the kind
Thorndike grill, with play to begin Witham. The decorations were yel Graves, Mrs. Ella Lurvey. Mrs. Edith
their fortnightly publication “Tours
at 8. The committee in charge con low and green, with dainty favors. Tweedie and Miss Ruth Morse. The
they wish tt
and Detours" with a circulation of
sists of Miss Lucy Ball, Mrs. Ray The two birthday cakes were aug ladies sewed patchwork, which later
could get.
600.000 copies each issue.
mond Duff and Miss M. Agnes mented by other good things to eat. the Woman's Foreign Missionary So
We are much indebted to the Maine
Brown.
Ione's guests were Felice Perry, Har ciety will make into a quilt to be
newspapers for Dublishing news items
old and Meredith Dondis, Bobby given away for charity.
NOW SHOWING
of our work and particularly so to Ar
The lowest prices ever quoted on Chisholm , Gordon Burgess, Mary
“DELICIOUS”
thur G. Staples, editor of the Lewis
mattresses, all grades and sizes, is Snow. Mertie Lindsey, Nancy Snow,
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
ton Journal for printing each one of
JANET GAYNOR
made on the floor samples now of Virginia Till, Barbara Griffin, Kath
fered by Stonington Furniture Co. erine Delano. Ruth Witham, Ruth
CHARLES FARRELL our monthly bulletins in' full.
If you are a subscriber to
Through the cooperation of our di
Less than wholesale price.—adv.
Nichols, Lucille Tardiff. Loretta
Special
Children
’s Matinee Today rector,
The Courier-Gazette and are
Henry P. Rines, the owner of
Knight, Virginia Rackliff, Eleanor
leaving home for any time, long
at 4.00 o’clock
radio station WCSH and D. W. Hoegg,
Watch for them. The “Harlem Hot Kalloch and Earline Cates.
or short, let us mail the paper to
of our publicity and adver
Shots.”
8-tf
A Paramount Publix Theatre ! chairman
you during your absence. The
tising committee, a "Come to Maine”
Subscriptions solicited fo r “The
regular copy of the paper will
program was broadcast during the
Young Music Lover” a brand new
go to the home as usual. Jutft
summer and a State of Maine song
magazine of high order for the child
telephone the address to the
contest was conducted.
in music. Particularly adapted for
office, or mail a card. The paper
. In a recent issue of the Saturday
children 8 to 15 years; and also of
will follow wherever you go, and
! Evening Rost Ring Lardner says
value to music teachers and club
will stop on notice when you ar
' “they would extend from Kenneth
counselors. Subscription rates and
Performances
at
2.00,
6.30,
8.30
rive home. There will be no
iRoberts Pine Kissed Maine Manor to
sample copies may be obtained from
Continuous
Saturdays
2.00
to
10.30
. Bill Rogers’ storehouse in Beverly
charge.
Gladys S. Morgan. Field Representa
Hills.” Just watch out for the numtive for Maine, Tel. 794-W.
8*10

Take Advantage of Our Quality Merchan
dise at These Low Prices

TWO

KINDS
WOMEN

SflilW

One Large Lot of Floor Sample

MATTRESSES
We Are Remodeling Our Mat
tress Department and Will Sell
Our Present Floor Samples at

LESS THAN WHOLESALE
Think That Over!
Cotton Felt

Silk Floss
Spring Filled

All Sizes

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

SIMMONS - RED CROSS - NACHMAN

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

ber of times you find Maine men
tioned in National magazine stories.
You will find this an interesting
check-up.
We recently sent some of our mo
tion picture reels to a man in Win
chester, Mass., who came to Maine on
a fishing trip. These films were
shown at the Maine Night of the
Calumet Club and a letter received
from him states that the showing of
the films was much appreciated and
added much to the interest of the
meeting. They have asked if the
films might be again borrowed on a
later evening to be devoted entirely
to fishing. Five Maine guides were
at the club and told their usual
stories, and literature which we had
furnished them was distributed.
This is only one way in which our
films are effectively advertising the
State.
Chickens eat more feed in winter if
the poultry house is artificially light
ed. This increases egg production
when prices are highest. The U. S.
Department of Agriculture says that
40-watt lamps are best. Fit them

.

ROCKLAND

with reflectors and hang them about
six feet above the floor. If hung too
low they will not light the roosts and
the birds will not come down until

TELEPHONE 980

daylight. Place the lights about 10
feet apart. Two good lights arc
enough for a poultry house 20 feet
long.

^IHimifflHmmilimilllliniinilltlllilk'illjlllllillUlimiltlltlMnillimilKHRIIinilllllja

EXTRA SPECIAL!

ENAMELWARE1

SALE
Friday-Saturday
j= We Are Offering For These Two Days Only Some

Don’t Get Up Nights
Make This 25c Test
You need this easy bladder physic to
drive out Impurities and excess acids
which cause Irritation that results In
leg pains, backache, burning and get
ting up nights. BU-KETS. the bladder
physic, containing buchu. Juniper oil.
etc., works on the bladder pleasantly
and effectively as castor oil on the
bowels. Get a 25c box (5 grain size)
from your druggist. After four days. If
not relieved of getting up nights go
back and get your money. You are
bound to feel better after this cleansing
and you get your regular sleep. Locally
at Corner Drug Store. Charles W. Shel
don. Druggist C. H Moor Sc Co.. Drug
gists.

|

=

Really Exceptional Values in Enamel Ware, at

10c
1 E.B.Crockett 5&13c-$1 Store
=
ROCKLAND, ME.
S
ailllllHIimililllilllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllllM
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THE GRADE PUPILS

STOP
THOSE

RUNS
Preserve the ELASTICITY*
that makes stockings WEAR
DO YOU KNOW what causes those ruinous runs?

New stockings are elastic—they give under strain, stretch
and then spring back again. When this precious elasticity is
destroyed, the silk threads, instead of giving, break under
strain. It is then that runs start!
That is why Lux is made especially to preserve the elasticity

that makes even the sheerest stockings really wear.

*The Lux

JUzy

to make stockings last twice as long

Wash after EACH wearing. Perspiration left
in the stocking will actually rot the silk.

twice as fast, even in water at wrist temperature. Anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

Don't rub with cake soap. It destroys the elas
ticity of the silk, making it lifeless, apt to
break into runs, and ill-fitting. With Lux
there's no rubbing. Even stubborn spots
come out perfectly if you gently press in a
few dry Lux diamonds.

Wash this 2-minute way:

One teaspoon of Lux makes plenty of suds
for each pair of stockings.

Add lukewarm water to Lux, squeeze gentle
suds through stockings, rinse well.

Don’t use too-warm water—this fades color.
With Lux you use lukewarm water. No hot
water needed The tiny Lux diamonds—so sheer
you can actually read through them—dissolve

Closes

And What They Are Doing

Up In the Camden Street

Schools

Sub-primary and Grade One, Addie
R. Rogers, teacher:
Pupils who have not been absent
during the past six weeks: Sidney
Candage. Elaine Carroll, Ruth Carter,
Lunette Gray, Paul Oross, Elizabeth
Leach, Glennie Turner, Marjorie
Robinson, Kenneth Smith, Dorothy
Tripp, Grace Tripp, Clara Yorke, Ar
lene Bartlett, Walter Dodge, Leona
P’anders. Eleanor Gross, Amos Hart
ley, Claribel Leach, Leona Lothrop,
Edwin Olson. Ronald Packard, Albert
Smith and Raymond Young. Eliza
beth Perry and Dorothy Day have
been absent only one-half day
and Donald Grant one day.
Arithmetic honor roll: Sidney Can
dage, Ruth Carter, Bettv Drew. Paul
Gross. Flizabeth Leach, Mabel Richa'ds Grace Tripp, Arlene BarUett,
Walter Dodge, Reginald Drew, Leona
Flanders. Eleanor Gross, Amos Hartlev. Claribel Leach. Leona Lothrop.
Fdwin Olson. Ronald Packard. Albert
om'tb Pavmond Young and Eliza
beth Perry.
Reading honor roll: Betty Drew.
Paul Gross. Ruth Carter, Sidney
Candage, Mabel Richards, Leona
Flanders. Claribel Leach, Leona
T othrop. Fdwin Olson. Arlene Bartle’t and Albert Smith.
Verv nleasing results are being ob'atned from the First Grade phonic
contest.
Camden Street School has received
the honor seal sent to schools from
the National Education Association,
In recognition of 100% of the teach
ers being members of that Associa
tion.
The school room and window deco
rations. which were made bv the chil
dren are in keeping with the winter
reason, if rot with the weather.
Visitors this term have been Miss
Augusta Healey. Mrs. Clvde Robin
son, Mrs. L. G. Perry and Mrs. Sam
uel Gray.

Grades Two, Three and Four, G.
Cunningham, teacher:
Pupils not absent during the past
cix weeks ranking period: Marie
Dodge, Madeline Grant, Pearl Smith,
Priscilla Brazier, Laura Candage,
Roeer Conant, Barbara Robinson,
Norma Smallwood, Richard Donohue,
and Ruth Packard.
I aura Candage's name has been
added to the dental honor roll.
The spelling teams have started on
their boat race and the Mayflower is j
in the lead.
Priscilla Brazier leads in the arith
metic contest. Roger Conant and
Marie Dodge seconds, Pearl Smith
third.
Charles Larrabee, from Rockport
has joined our class.
The new health habit chart sent by
the State has created much enthusi
asm.

The Store of Cutler-Cook Co. Will End Its Career When the Key
Turns Saturday Night, Jan. 30. On Monday, Feb. 1, the Splendid
New “Cutler’s” Will Open, Next Door To Trainer’s, At 369 Main
Street.

Closing Specials
A Sensational Price Slash On High Quality Goods For One Week-

16.50 Fur Trimmed Coats $10.00 12.50 & 16.50 Silk Dresses, 6.44
29.50 Coats, Fur Trimmed 17.00 10.00 & 12.50 Wool Dresses 3.88
1.98
39.50 Coats, Fur Trimmed 25.00 New Spring Skirts,
New Spring Sweaters,
1.98
16.50 Chinchilla Coats, 12.50
All Winter Hats, 50c and 1.00
Small Lot Silk Dresses,
2.00
1.00 All Silk Hose,
.67
5.98 Silk Dresses,
3.17 1.98 Silk Slips,
1.00
7.50 Silk Dresses,
4.44 2.98 and 3.50 Comfolettes, 1.98

C
utler cook co
■54&MHINST ROCKLAND
WILD MAN OF BORNEO?

The famous wild man claimed by
showmen to have been captured in
the jungles of Borneo was a fake.
The notion of such a wild man prob
ably originated in the fertile brain
of some master showman like P. T.
Barnum of white elephant fame.
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With the Extension Agents
— And The —

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
Agricultural
The last two planning meetings of
the Extension Service and Farm Bu
reau were held this week in Warren
and Rockland. Officers elected were:
Warren: Chairman, Parker McKellar; ,
poultry, E. C. Teague, agricultural:
economics, H. V. Starrett; Rockland:
Chairman, Carl Nelson; poultry, F.
M. Piper, dairy, Carl Chaples.

will be used for making a county and
State summary.
Poultry and lime meetings will be
held next week. The forenoon pro
gram will be on general poultry man
agement, including the latest ideas in
brooding. The afternoon will be devotbd to lime, stereopticon slides be
ing shown on its use, and value to
farmers in the county. The schedule:
Tuesday, Bunker Hill; Wednesday,
West Aina, at Sheepscott Valley
Grange hall; Thursday, North Edgecomb, (afternoon meeting only) and
Friday, Nobleboro Grange hall.

Plans have been made to hold 19
lime meetings in the county this year
starting Feb. 9. At these meetings
samples of soil will be tested. More
than 50 farms in the county are to
use some lime on their land. Many
Two new circulars are now avail
of the poultrymen are applying it as
a top dressing on last year's poultry able at the Farm Bureau office; Cir
cular No. 107 Better Feeding Equip
range.
ment for Chicks and Circular No.
Speaking of alfalfa, Ralph Cripps 105, Chicks Need Room to Grow. A
of Camden, dairy project leader, says new bulletin is also available on Lime
he is sure it will grow on most of the No. 202.
farms in the county providing the
soil is not too heavy. During the past
With the Homes
10 years he has used some of the seed
Four hundred thirty-eight men ar.d
in all his grass seed mixtures, and has women have attended the 20 planning
had very satisfactory results.
meetings held in Knox-Lincoln
County this year. This makes an av
Edwin Annis and John Annis, erage of 21 at each meeting. Last
Chesley Cripps and Walter Annis, year the total attendance at these
members of the Ayrshire Heifer 4-H meetings was 378 and it increased by
Club of Simonton's Corner are get 60 this year.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
ting good returns from their club
heifers. At a recent meeting of the
The three planning meetings in
club Edwin gave a very interesting Warren, East Union and Rockport
account of his trip to the State con completed the series on planning the
test at Orono in December. He was year’s work. At East Union the
county champion in dairy during the morning entertainment was in charge
past year.
of Mrs. Mary Pavson. Film strip pic
tures were shown by the home dem
Twenty-four farm accounts have onstration agent.
Readings were
been started in Knox-Lincoln County. given by Mrs. Jennie Payson and
Books have been furnished the men. Mrs. Mae Robbins, a piano solo by
and assistance given in starting Mrs. Myrtle Gould, and community
them. At the end of the year books singing with Mrs. Gould at the piano.

Salada Brown Label
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe

35‘

half lb.

WO
If iniH
SALADA
1
TEA

Alto the famous RED LABEL - America s finest Tea 327

An excellent square meal for health
was served at noon by Mrs. Maude
Payson and Mrs. Helen Spear as din
ner committee. The menu consisted
of roast pork with dressing, mashed i
potato, turnip, apple pie with whipped ’
cream and coffee.
Mrs. Jennie Payson tried a unique j
scheme for washing dishes which
worked very successfully. All the
members names were written on slips
of paper and put in a cup. Then
three slips were drawn from the cup
and the people whose names were on
the slips washed the dishes. East
Union plans to continue this method
of dish washing until everyone has
had a turn.
These protect leaders were elected:
Chairman. Mrs. Jennie Payson: sec
retary. Mrs. Mae Robbins: clothing.
Mrs. Mary Pavson: foods. Mrs. Amelia
Unman: home management, Mrs.
Lilia Morton; annual meeting chair
man, Mrs. Mvrtle Gould; planning
meeting entertainment chairman,
Mrs. Ida Watts.
♦ * * *
At Rockport Mrs. Marion Richards
was in charge of the entertainment.
Rev. George F Currier gave an in
teresting talk on “Trying to do the
Impossible with Success.” Film strip
pictures were shown bv the home
demonstration agent. Mrs. Richards
tested the worldly knowledge of ev
eryone present by questions on cur
rent events. At noon a square meal
for health was prepared and served
by Mrs. Leola Mann and Mrs. Annie
Spear. The menu consisted of meat
loaf, baked potatoes, buttered beets,
strawberry sauce, cookies and coffee.
These officers and project leaders
were elected: Chairman, Mrs. Christie
Whitney; secretary, Mrs. Earline Da
vis; clothing, Mrs. Maud Walker;
food, Mrs. Mary Spear; home man
agement, Mrs. Nina Carroll; Christ
mas Suggestions, Mrs. Marion Rich
ards: annual meeting chairman, Mrs.
Ora Burns; planning meeting enter
tainment chairman, Mrs. Leola Mann.
♦ * * ♦
At Warren these project leaders
were elected: Chairman, Mrs. Gert
rude Starrett; secretary. Mrs. Reta
Coburn:
clothing,
Mrs.
Olive
Peabody; foods, Mrs. Bessie Bean;
home management, Mrs. Rosa Cut
ting.
* « * ♦
Farm and Home Week will be held
at the University of Maine March
28-31. Is your community planning
to send someone? Camden is to
award a sewing screen and has ob
tained $6.00 toward sending its chair
man to Orono.
The home demonstration agent,
Miss Lawrence, has this schedule of
coat making meetings next week:
Tuesday, Montsweag: Wednesday,
Aina; Thursday, 'Whitefield.
Miss Edna Cobb, State home man
agement specialist, will be at the
Farm Bureau office Friday Jan. 29
to work with Miss Lawrence on Home
Furnishings illustrative material.

Orff’s Comer Report
Nine Farm Bureau meetings were
held with a total attendance of 90
and an average of ten. Mrs. Will
Jackson, Mrs. Calvin Bragg, Mrs.

the headhunters of Borneo has been
greatly exaggerated, although the
natives still occasionally take the
heads of their enemies in time
war. But headhunting is no longer
a favorite sport with the Dyaks, who
resort to the practice only when
times are dull and other amusements
wanting.
,

MORE THRILLS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
We Martinsville boys have been
much interested in an odd develop
ment in the United States and Can- ;
ada of the “Square Rigger” and would j
give not a little for the privilege cf :
going to sea again "before the mast.” |
The writer understands there are still |
several square riggers in the grain |
business between Australia and Eng
land. A man by the name of Villiers
who owns one of them has been try
ing to promote a race among these
ships, and would like to get an Ameri
can ship to take part.
Mr. Villiers says he has spent 75
percent of his time answering letters
from young men who would like to
go as seamen—in other words, before
the mast. From all parts of North
America thev have made application:
college graduates have offered to
ship as cooks.
It is quite evident that the old sail
ing ship has an appeal which the
steamship cannot possibly rival. This
is a bit puzzling for there is no ques
tion that the steady disappearing of
the sailing vessel has made life a
whole lot easier for the sailors. The
sailing ships were beautiful to look
at, but life aboard was quite differ
ent. The work was hard and living
accommodations were frequently
poor.
In consequence Steamship
Jack Is better paid than his predeces
Klb.
sors were.

Ada Elwell and Mrs. Fannie Weaver
have not missed a meeting during the
year. Mrs. Ada Elwell has not missed
a meeting in four years and Mrs.
Weaver has not missed a meeting in
three years.
Meetings for the year began in
January and with the exception of
September and December a meeting
has been held each month. The
August meeting was a picnic which
was at St. George with Mrs. Laura
Leonard who was one of our mem
bers but moved away.
All but one of the members attend
ed the annual meeting in Union.
Seventeen from Orff’s Corner enjoyed
the annual Farm Bureau tour. The
places of interest to the women were
the remodeled kitchens and flower
gardens.
Mrs. Ella Bragg Is an outstanding
member this vear having canned 905
Quarts of different vegetables and
fruits. A word of appreciation for
Miss Lawrence, who. aside from her
-esut’ar work, took several hours of
her time to make an out-size 4-H club
pattern for one of our club girls. The
meetings for the vear have been enThe Federal law requires that in
foyable as well as helpful and we look
forward to another year of pleasant labeling livestock feeds, “the net
weight of contents must be printed
and profitable work.
on the label of the container in a
plain and conspicuous manner.”
4-H Club Items
Some State laws also require a state
Orff's Corner Boys' club were much ment of the analysis and a list of the
interested in the pictures on Garden ingredients.
Insects and Forestry shown by Coun
ty Agent Wentworth Friday evening.
He described the insects shown and by Miss Spearin to the members of
gave formulas to use in destroying the Junior Sunshine Club Fridav
them. In the forestry films the night, after school, at the home of
growth of trees from seedlings was the leader, Mrs. Cecil Annis.
explained, also the thinning and im
Bristol Wide Awake girls plan to
proving of woodlots.
make out the program of work for
Calvin Elwell plans to thin and im the vear Tuesday afternoon.
prove a small lot probably one-quar
Happy Home Handy Helpers will
ter acre on his father’s farm.
hold a judging contest on muffins
Union Junior Farmers and Seven Tuesday evening.
Tree Boys r-iet at the home of George
H. Cameron Saturday with County
Agent Wentworth. Film strips on
Use of Lime and Forestry were ex
plained by Mr. Wentworth. Samples
of soil were brought in by each club
member and tested for the amount of
lime needed. Most of the boys are
planning to plant sweet corn in the
All over the world Kruschen Salts
spring and also to apply lime to the
is appealing to girls and women who
soil they will use.
Good Workers 4-H Club of White- strive for an attractive, free from
field met with Mrs. Clara Law as lo fat figure that cannot fail to win
cal leader and planned the program admiration.
Here’s the recipe that banishes fat
of work at last meeting. One of the
features of this program is the mak and brings into blossom all the na
ing of a layette which will be pre tural attractiveness that every wom
sented to the Whitefield Cottage Hos an possesses and does it SAFELY and
pital. The six girls in this club tak HARMLESSLY.
In the morning take one-half tea
ing sewing are: Lvdia Brown, Bertha
Brown, Helen Law, Dora Hapgood, spoon of Kruschen Salts in a glass of
Barbara Chase and Phyllis Sandelin. hot water before breakfast—cut down
Forget-me-not girls of South Hope on pastry and fatty meats—go light
plan to hold a meeting on Saturday on potatoes, butter, cream and sugar.
“It’s the little daily dose that takes
at the home of the leader. Mrs. Eve
lyn Vining. A preliminary judging off the fat" and “brings that Krus
chen feeling” of eneigetic health and
contest on darns is to be held.
Megunticook Juniors of Camden activity that is reflected in bright
will hold a meeting Saturday after eyes, clear skin, cheerful vivacity and
noon at Camden Grange hail. New charming figure.
But be sure for your health’s sake
articles to make in sewing will be
taken up by County Club Agent that you get Kruschen. A bottle that
Loana M. Spearin. Miss Louise Nash lasts four weeks costs but little. You
is leader of this club of junior girls. can always get Kruschen at David L.
At Simonton’s Corner a demonstra McCarty’s, and money back if not
tion on muffin making will be given satisfied with results after first bottle.

For many years nearly every circus
and wild west show in the United
States pretended to have on exhibi
tion the original “wild man of Bor
neo.” Borneo was prabobly selected
as the native haunt of the wild man
because that island has long been the
classic land of the headhunters. It
seems, however, that the ferocity of
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She Was Beautiful To Look At. But
It Was Not Steamship Life Aboard

♦
♦

Good

January 30

THE SQUARE RIGGER

LUX for stockings 2 minuteskeeps them like new

for

*

than ever before

with this new

PHILCO
LONG-SHORT WAVE

«■

COMBINATION
Two radios in one! Now you can
get—in addition to all your favor
ite programs—foreign stations, po
lice calls, messages from mail and
transport planes, ocean liners, and
other thrilling short wave broad
casts. Philco’s Balanced Superhet
erodyne combined with a new, bigperforming short wave receiver of
unusual distance-pulling power.
Wonderful tone.

Seven
Tube

$89 .50

$||O

Nine
Tube

hand-rubbed walnut,
maple and oriental
wood.

EASIEST TERMS

COMPLETE with tubes

PHILCO

BALANCED SUPERHETERODYNE

PHILCO'S LATEST SENSATION!
A new 1932 eleven-tube Balanced Superheterodyne
with improved electro-dynamic speaker securely
anchored in a sloping sounding board that directs
all sound toward the ears. Absorbing screen at
back prevents all echo and blur, giving you per
fect tone. Truly a musical instrument of quality.

Fat Girls! Here’s
A Tip For You

IOvJ

Model
II2-X

•

-

COMPLETE

with tubes

Other Philco models, $36.50 to $295

PHILCO BALANCED TUBES MAKE ANY RADIO BETTER
All Philco radios are Bold complete with Philco Ralanced Tubes, the beat on the
market. If your present radio ia not performing as it should, try a set of new
Philco Tubes. They will better the performance of any radio!

Maynard E. Wentworth, Thomaston
F. D. Winchenbach, Friendship
Wayside Garage, Thomaston

Gorden & Lovejoy, Union
St. George Garage, St. George
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven

Distributed by CRESSEY & ALLEN, Inc., Portland, Maine

PHILCO —The World’s

Largest Selling

Radio

